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:!■· Hon. Clakbnok Hale, Judge of
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J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
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under
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to
Bankruptcy
t!i- \. ts.di'oi grefS relating
and
i.i- duly surrendered all hl^ property
with
has
coinp'led
fully
and
i>r.i|>erty,
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requirements of said Acts
>ft uurt touching his bankruptcy.
U .'lervfure he prays. That he may lie decreed
from all
( ourt to have a full discharge
under said
;< provable against his estate
are
Κ krupley Acts, except sueh debts as
ted by law from such discharge.
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Dated this 1st day of June. Α. I». li*M.
UEO ΚΙ» Ε A. AMES.
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JAMBS K. HEW Κ Y. Clerk.
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\ true ι·ορν of petition ami or 1er thereon.
JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
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HERKAS, William H. Keeue. then of
State of
ner In the County of « >xford an<l
the thlr»l
»ine. by his moirage ileed, 'lated
ami recorded In
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!:ty of \ugust. A I». ls**>,
»\forU Registry of l>eeds, Book A>3, Page
a certain
undersigned,
the
to
-,
me,
iieyed
of
'if real e-tate-ituutcd in the said town
«le
in *nM Countv, an I bounded ami
or
lot
parcel
! it η follows to wit. a certain
sabl
"f ami dtuated in the town of Sumner In
thereon ami
ui.ty together with the buildings
Joanna tl.
iu· the same premises conveyed by
the Wm.
irrrtt to Aiblie Colby ami knôwu an
to
liv place ami conveyed by Addle Colby
II.
Wll latu
said
to
ami
ir
lue Harden,
conveyed
estate
Keene by Valante White," executor of
as
Ku:
Harden, also a ccrta'ii spring kuown
with
tl
«prier used by M Ultaui II. Colby used
-■il·1
And whereas the condition of

w
M
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■■

premi*e«

broken, now therefore,
of the condition thereof
said mortgage.
A.
Hated at Parle, Me., this lir-t day of June,

*aM m rtgage has l>een
ν reason of the breach
I
tli a foreclosure of

I». lyo».

HENRY H. BATES,
By James S. Wright, his Attorney.
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We cau start you In a
M tchlues easy ami
on small cap'tal.
Illusfree
for
Write
simple to operate
trated catalogue and full Information

Star Drilling Machine Company,
A

fury, Akron, O. Office
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104 Kulton St.. Ν. Y.

WANT TO liET

A

QCICK <4\LE

Send for our free description
hlauks.
We require no payment in
advance.
We use our own money to
advertise vour property.
Over «W sales in Maine since
l'«'l to men frjui 20 states la our guarantee
to you that our methods are right
if you waut to buy a farm get our KREE
Catalogue. It will tell you where the bar
«.»lns are and save you time ami m >ney.
D M FRENCH, Norway. WILL EROTHINGHAM. So. Paris, E. O. ALLEN, Hiram.
Local Agents.
K. A. STKOI'T Fana Anary,
130 Nassau St. New York City.

FOB

HALE.

Fine Rhode Island Red Eggs for hatching,
from carefully selected utility and exhibition
»tu«-k
ll.tw per ►etting. Erom small ρι*ηβ head
ed by males that won flrst prizes at W alllnjtford,
1 onn
t to ton, Law renew. Reading and Haver
hill, Mass.. Sherbrooke, Canada, 1#Κ 3. Luwlston
Mated with 8 Une females to bree«l
Me, l'»4
our own show birds, $i.00 per setting, 3 for #4.00
Kliode Island Red Standard free, giving origin
Very
mating and care of this famous breed.
iiitcrentiug reaillng, write for one.
GEO WISEMAN. Lewiston, Me.
»

FOR* MILK.
1 new Osborne Cultivator, 1 new
()sl»orne Horse Hake, 1 new Osborn<
Tool Grinder, ι one horse mowing
machine, used one year, as good ai
new, also a few tons of

hay.

ELLEN M. CURTIS.
At the farm of the late Oliver G
Curtis.

SALESMEN WANTED
la Oxford and adjacent
jommlaaioa. AikireM

T.,

Delaware County, X. Y.
1 have been keeping fifty cows
without buying much feed, but as hired
labor is s<> expensive the profits are
small
Can I make a profit on a larue
dock of sheep? I have about two hundred Mid fifty acres of the best pasture
land in this county—well shaded, with
How many
plenty of spring water.
sheep can I keep, and how many in Λ
1)6 kePt with profit? I wintered fifty ewes and have raised seventysix lambs from eighty-nine that were
born.
For several years past, as I have been
attending farmers' institutes in the
dairy sections of the state. I have suggested the wisdom of keeping sheep in
cases where the dairy was for any reason
undesirable, and on very many dairy
farms I believe a few sheep can "be kept
I without any loss to the dairy, and it
*•11 be the means of increasing the
As I understand
income of the farm.
this case, the owner proposes to give up
largely or entirely the keepiug of cows,
and in their place substitute a flock of
sheep. His past experience with the
flock seems to have been quite satisfactory, but i would have strongly objected to those thirteen lambs dying. Still,
that was not a large death rate when we
consider that SO per cent of the owes
had twins. I don't believe there is any
section of N'ew York state were laud can
be utilized to better purpose in keeping
sheep than in Delaware County. The
hillsides produces an
j°n
abundance of rich, nutritious grasses;
the water is the best, and conditions are
favorable for profit in the business, for,
while good sheep are now and always
will be profitable, this must be particularly true all through this mountain
reniou, where so many wealthy city
people come out to spend the summer.
AU through this mountain section of
the state there are large hotels which
are full to overflowing through the summer months, and on huudreds of farms
the greatest income is derived from the
boarder from the city.
This army of wealthy people furnish
au excellent market for the best of all
that can be grown on the farm, and of
all meat food there is uoue more delicate
more nutritious or more sought after
thau lamb.
Improve your present dock, and if
more are bought, buy only such as are
best adapted to producing the best
lambs for the summer markets. Then
look sharply for patronage of the best
hotels and boarding houses, and the
best way to secure and keep this patronage is always to furnish them a quality
so good that they caunot get aloii" without it.
1 would suggest a gradual change, as
the large dairy farms of Delaware C'oun
ty as 1 have seen them are not usually
arranged iu fences and buildings for
exclusive sheep farming. A half of the
cows might be disposed of the present
year and their places taken by sheep.
As to the number of sheep (i. Κ. T. can
keep, there is a rule which 1 think is
perhaps quite correct, that sis sheep
may be kept in place of one cow; thus,
the farru is adapted to keeping sheep,
I would suggest buying 150 sheep in
place of twenty-five cows sold this year.
As to the size of the flock that can be
kept profitably, I don't know as there is
a limit, provided the man who maua^es
attaint is just a little larger thau is the
flock. One of our good dairymen on the
institute force once said, '-The most
pitiable sight on a dairy farm is a MOOpound cow in the hands of a 130-pound
man." The same thing applies to sheen
as well.
Ordinarily it is wise to avoid keeping
too many sheep in one Hock during winter, as they will do better if kept in lots
of about fifty; and in sorting tor tue
different flocks it is better to put those
and vigor together, and
of even
feed and care for as they require. lu
summer, when the sheep are on pasture
there is no limit to the number that may
be kept in one flock, provided there is
abundance of feed for them; but they
will always do better if changed from
field to fleld occasionally, instead of confining them to one pasture through the
entire season.—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
G. R.
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Value of Orchards.
A correspondent of the Rural New
Yorker writing from Ohio says:
'•Hill land is worth about $20 per acre
here as a rule, and it is on the tax duplicate at *4 to ·?»> per acre, some exceptional farms being valued higher, and

farms sell as low as |5 per
Most hill farms are valued
as a whole at &> to $C, aud nothing said
about au orchard as far as value is concerned. I know of a man involved in a
suit whose farm was sold, and the buyer
got enough apples off it in the first year
to pay him for his investment, aud only
a small part of the farm was devoted to
orchards. If the land cost $20 to start
the preparations, and trees would bring
the cost at the end of the tirst year up
to about $40 per acre, and it would be
worth about $10 per acre per year to
give it fair attention for the next six
about $100,
years, making the outlay
when it should begin to bear fair crops.
Some fruit can be gathered at four or
tive years, and there would be more exbut the repense than $10 some years,
ceipts of the tirst apples might offset the
extra cost. For the next 20 years the
orchard should produce an average of
*>0 barrels per acre and sell fur an averthe gross
age of $2 per barrel, making
receipts about $100 per acre and the exabout half the
pense aunually would be
receipts, leaviug $50 per acre for '20
an
years, or $1000 as a dividend from
Trees
orchard with good attention.
will usually bear themselves to death on
our thin hills by the time they are 30
of them die sooner,
years uld, and many
probably from starvation in mauy cases.
The age and condition should determine
the selliug price, and if the varieties are
not good ones it is not worth a dollar.
I would consider orchard lauds worth
from $50 to $200 per acre. Here there
are knobs, banks and ravines that one
could afford to give away to get rid of
tbem if he could do so, but when a farm
is valued that must be considered with
the good part. There are no farms I
know of with orchards on them which
are for sale, and pleuty of hill farms
can be bought at from ? 15 to 925 per
Some favoracre without any orchard.
localities where small fruits and
ed
vegetables can be grown well would
command higher figures. Bottom land
will bring from $50 to $100 unless it is
low and wet. As a rule farmers having
orchards make better living than those
without fruit to sell. When there is
plenty of fruit on the farm the boys
generally flud plenty of employment at
home, and when it is without it they
have to work out to get a start, and
fewer of them ever do get a start.
some

casionally.

I

acre oc-

A summary of hog conditions just
issued by the departmentof agriculture,
gives the following information concerning hogs in New England: Hogs on
hand Jan. 1, 1904—Maine 05,355; New
Hampshire, 49,723: Vermont, 89,510:
Massachusetts, 70,510; Rhode Island,
12,203; Connecticut, 46,501. The loss
by disease during the year was as fol
lows:
Maiue, 054; New Hampshire.
Massachusetts.
740; Vermont, 1,343;
1,022; Rhode Island, 305; Connecticut
1,908.

Favorable

Report

of

Qrowth—Spring

Wheat in Excellent Condition.

Washington. June 7.—The Weather
! Bureau's weekly summary of crop conditions is as follows:
While too cool for best results in portions of the lake region, and in the
Missouri Valley and Bocky Mountain
districts, with excessive moisture and
lack of sunshine in the central Mississippi and lower Missouri valleys, the
week, as a whole, has been very favorable in the districts east of the Rocky
Mountains.
Drouth in the South Atlantic and East Gulf States has been
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Country

By CYRUS

TOWNSEND

BRADY,

Author of "The Grip of Honor." "The Southerner*.
"Sir Henry Morgan. Buccaneer," "A
Doctor of Philosophy," Etc.

Copyright. 1898. by CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
very generally releived, although more
rain is needed in portions of Florida and
disin the Central and West Gulf Coast
The North Pacific Coast also
tricts.
waicu mm caret uny, men. and
«ιii.
CHAPTER XIV.
experienced a favorable week, but in
then send iiiui below with the rest,
California nearly all crops were injured
HE Ranger, a new and swift
till away sgnin, .Mr. Seymour."
by continued drying north winds.
sailing ship and going free
Over the western portions of the com
1 lie ponderous yards were swung,
down
alt;u. rapidly edged
upbelt the growth has been checked by
and the limiter soon gathered way
slow
the
on
uiwving convoy
lack of warmth and sunshine, and it
agaiu and rapidly overhauled the last
is much in ueed of cultivation, while in on the wind. The frigate. It was no- of the fleet. The tirst trick had worked
the central and eastern districts planting ticed. was several miles ahead in the
so weii that it was worth trying agaiu.
and replanting have been delayed by van. The other ships were carelessly
As soon a* she drew near the doomed
rains. Poor stands are reported from strung out in a long line, probably not
slup she showed light* like those of
the lake regiun, Ohio Valley, and Midthe existence of any possisuspecting
the frigate and sloop of war. Hanging
dle Atlantic States. Iu the Southern
ble enemy in those waters. The sloop
States the general condition of corn is
alongside the weather quarter of the
rear
the
be
to
among
of war appt-.ired
the captain again hailed:
transport,
promising, although rain is needed in
the
vessel
to
nearest
ships, while the
the Central Gulf Coast districts.
ahoy!"
"Ship
Winter wheat has suffered somewhat hunger wad a large schooner whose
"Alioy. what ship is that?"
from heavy rains in portions of Okla- superior sailing qualities had permitI
Again the same deluding reply:
homa and Missouri; elsewhere this crop ted her to reach several miles to wind"His Britannic majesty's sloop of
has advanced favorably, but the outlook ward of the square rigged ships. She
war Southampton, Captain Sir James
over the eastern portion of the winter
also.
ballast
in
be
to
light
appeared
What ship is that?"
ieo.
wheat belt continues unpromising, al- All of the
convoy showed lights. The
"The transport Mellish."
though more or less improved in the
dark
was
as
ou the contrary,
^
Ohio Valley and Middle Atlantic States. Ranger,
well; you are the one we want.
as the night, not even the battle lanWheat is now heading as far north as I
I have a message for you. The YanShe rapidly overthe central Mississippi Valley, harvest- I terns being lighted.
kees are about, aud the admiral has
and almost beWhere
ing being general in the Southern States. hauled the schooner,
sent us to look up the convoy.
On the North Pacific Coast the crop has ; fore her careless people were aware of 1b the Acusta?"
advanced favorably, and is heading; in it she was alongside.
In the van, Sir James, about two
California it is maturing rapidly, the
"Schooner ahoy!" called out the capahead. The corvet is about a
late sown having been seriously damaged tain of the ship, standing on the rail, leagues
mile forward there, sir."
winds.
hot
by
trumpet in hand.
"Very good. Heave to aud send a
With the exception of some weedy
"Ahoy there!" came back from the boat aboard and get your orders. Look
fields in South Dakota, spring wheat is
schooner. "What ship is that?"
in very promising condition in all dissharp now. 1 must speak the corvet
"His Britannic majesty's eloop of
tricts.
and the frigate as well."
Sir
Jntnee
made
Oats have
vigorous growth war Southampton, Captain
"Aye, aye, sir!" replied the Englishthroughout the central valleys and Mid- Yeo. I have a message from the ad- man as his main yard was promptly
imdle Atlantic States, and a general
miral for this convoy, which we have
swung.
provement in the condition of this crop been expecting. Send a bout aboard."
Immediately the Ranger was hove to
Seeddistricts.
all
in
is indicated
uearly
sir! Will you heuve to for
aye,
"Aye,
«s
well, and on her weather side,
in
the
finished
is
now
practically
ing
us?"
which was that away from the transextreme northern section, and harvestthe main yard there,
"Yes.
Swing
port, two well manned boats, their
ing continues in the Southern States.
and heave to."
As a whole, there has been quite a Mr. Seymour,
crews heavily armed, one commandoars
of
the
moments
In a few
splash
decided improvement in the condition
ed by Seymour, who had Talbot with
of cotton over nearly the whole of the was heard, and a small boat drew out him. and tbe other by Philip Wilton
cotton belt. The crop has, however, of the darkness to the starboard gangaccompanied by Bentley, had been sisuffered some damage in Oklahoma and way of the Ranger. A man stood op
lently lowered Into the water aud
Indian Territories from overflows and in the stern sheets and, seining the
were pulling around the Ranger with
from insufficient moisture in scattered muii
climbed
to
thrown
him,
up
ropes
muilled oars, making a large detour
localities in Louisiana. Rapid growth
on the deck.
not only to avoid the boat of the capand a good state of cultivation are gentakhe
commenced,
"Ah, Sir Janice!"
tain of the Mellish. but also to enerally indicated. Boll weevils are indo?
"How do you
hat.
uble one of (hem to approach the uncreasing rapidly, and doing considerable ing off his
what's all
damage iu a number of-isouthwestern How dark you are! Why,
suspecting ship on the lee side. The
this?" he exclaimed in surprise and
and south central counties in Texas.
night was pitch dark, and the plan
terror as he made out the strange uniwas carried out exactly as anticipathesitated
He
dim
in
the
forms
light.
The Horse is Still It.
ed Ί he utterly unsuspecting captain
hastiback
and
then
a moment
stepped
of the Mellish was seized as he came
The horse was victorious over the
ly to the gangway, lifting his hand.
on deck and nearly choked to death
motor wagon in New York the other
vole·.
"Seize him!" cried a stern
before he could make an outcry, then
day when the managers of a new depart- "Shoot him If he makes a sound!"
sent below with the rest. Ills boats
ment store purchased the necessary
The captain of the unlucky schooner
outfits for their delivery department.
crew were tempted on deck also by an
asThe New York Herald states it this was soon dragged, struggling and
invitation to partake of unlimited grog
the
of
break
the
poop.
to
tonished.
way:
and treated In the suiue way, and the
which
of
is
the
14th
what
new
store,
Ileury
meaning
"The
"Oh. Sir James,
two boats of the Ranger reached the
establisha
new
is
is
the
British
head,
ship- Mellish undiscovered. The watch on
Siegel
of this outrage, sir, on a
Starting master? 1 shall report"—
ment from the ground up.
the deck of the transport, diminished
with a new stock in a new building the
"Silence, sir! This Is the American
by tbe absence of the boat's crew,
management have every feature the best,
Continental ship Ranger, and you are was overwhelmed by the rush of armfrom the standpoint of economy and
the same voice.
ed men irom both sides of the ship, I
efficiency. When it came to delivery a prisoner." replied
sen-ice, which is one of the most imand after a few shots from two or
portant features of the 2Uth century dethree men on the quarter deck, some
his
and
partment store. Mr. Siegel
yelling and screaming, and a brief
horses
between
to
choose
had
associates
scultle. in which one man of the Meland motor wagons, and it did not take
lish was killed, the ship was mastered.
them long to make their choice. After
The hatches were at once secured beand
steam
the
tried
themselves
having
fore the watch below scarcely knew
electric trucks in other business and
of the occurrence. A company of solhaving seen a score or more of the
diers. about seventy-flve In number, of
leading business houses of New York
test all the various types in an experithe Seaforth hl^hlanders. found themmental way the new firm turned them
selves prisoners ere they awakened,
all down and placed au order with Fies,
the only resistance having come from
of
the
Doerr, & Carroll for 240 horses,
•-.lie mate and two or three of their ofbest type.
acers, who bad not yet turned in.
The Herald adds: This indicates the
Ha\e you got her, Mr. Seymour?"
for
automobile
the
of
practical
passing
bulled tiie Ranger.
business purposes in a city where the
"Yes. sir."
conditions are more favorable than alfor the use of
most anywhere else,
"What is she?"
The people who have
motor cars."
"She's tbe Mellish right cnongh, sir."
been predicting that the horse would
"Good! Anybody hurt?"
soon be a curiosity on the streets have
"One of the enemy killed, sir. All of
another guess coming. That the motor
are all right."
»urs
and
wagon will continue to be improved
"What's her crew?"
llec <ln
sum

X

come into

greater
have no doubt,

(>1C<V,1IIC

but the devehicles we
mand for good horses will continue to
increase as the population of the country increases and will always be ahead
of the supply. As a freight carrier the
motor wagon is not a success so far as
compared with the draft horse. Tbe
.earn hitched to a truck will do more
*ork and do it better and with less delay than the best motor car yet invented.
The horse will lose fewer hours in a
month or a year than the most perfect
machine so far devised to move heavy Uc felt the cold barn I <>i the pi*tol
loads. He will pull a load up grade or
pressed iifjunibt hiu temple.
over a road full of holes and as rough as
"Answer uiy questions now at one··.
a plowed field and do it willingly, asklift.· depends on it. What are these
Your
of.
care
taken
be
well
he
that
ing only
When the automobile can be sold for 6!<ips to leewardV"
"Sixteen merchantmen, from London
$250 or $300 it may come into general
use as a pleasure vehicle for the man of to Halifax, under convoy of two menmoderate means and when it does the of-war. sir."
wealthy people who are now making a
"And what are they?"
fad of it will go back to the horse, as
"The Acasta. thirty-six, nnd the Juno,
they are already doing in many locali- twenty-two, sir."
ties. The horse is passing the benzine
"Very good. Is the transport Melllsh
buggy at a two-minute clip and will
among them?"
keep in the lead.
The man made no reply.
"Auswer me."
The Fruit Bloom.
"Ye-yes, sir."

The bloom of tree fruits of all kinds
"Which is she?"
common to the state was good enough.
"Ob, sir, I can't tell you that, sir.
This is true all the way up through, She is the most valuable ship of them
and
from the delicate cherries, plums
all." he said incautiously.
pears to the always tough and hardy
"You have got to tell me, my man,
apples. Notwithstanding the terrible If
you ever want to see daylight again.
cold of last winter we do not recall a
season when everything in the list of Which is she?"
"No. sir, 1 can't tell you," he replied
trees, shrubs, plants, clovers and grasses came out of the winter's ordeal in obstinately.
better condition, in the etate of Maine,
'Tut- the muzzle of your pistol to bis
than the season just passed. This cer- forehead, Williams, and If he does not
tainly cannot fail to be as gratifying as answer by the time I count teu pull
it is surprising. The reason for this
trigger. One, two. three, four"—
favorable outcome is an interesting the
1
"Mercy, mercy!" cried the frightened
theme for study.
The opening of spring weather was skipper as he felt tl.c cold barrel of
considered late, yet in tbe closing days the pistol pressed against his temple.
of the month of May vegetation was as
"Eiyht, nine"— went on the voice in
advanced as in the average seasons. In the darkness imperturbably.
central and southern Maine apple trees
"I'll tell! I'll tell."
were full in bloom the 26th of the
Which one Is
"Ah, I thoflght so!
month, and a more entrancing, beautiful
she?"
sight could not be imagined than was at
"The last one. sir."
that time spread abroad over the land.
"And the Juno?"
It will be remarkable if we have the
The
"The fourth fn*u the rear.
third full crop of fruit in the state in
the same number of successive years, as frigate's the lirst one, sir." he volunThe only variety
is now promised.
teered. "Oh. don't kill me. gentlemen."
failing in a full bloom is the Baldwin
"Have you told me the truth, sirrah?
last
fruit
iu
full
were
trees
the
where
there."
will Williams, keep your pistol
this
that
is
rare
It
variety
year.
"Oil. sir, yes: so help me. Oh, gensuccession.
in
two
a
full
years
crop
give
tlemen, for God's sake, don't murder
—Maine Farmer.
I've a wife and"—
me.
We won't hurt
"1'eace, you fool!
Profitable Farming.
if you've to!d the truth. You siinll
you
American farmers have a good deal to
even be released presently and have
do yet to place them on an equal profesWe don't want
;·
sional footing with the farmers of other your scboon. again.
if you have lied to me you
countries. Frequently it is asserted that her. Hut
iu»the
fine farms near our large towns are shall bang from that yurdarui
worth so much that they can not be prof- morning as sure us my uame Is John
itably cultivated. In the face of this raul Jones!"
aSfertion the records show that very few
"Ob. Lord!" said the uow thoroughly
farms, near our largest markets, sell for frightened man. looking up and meetThere may be
more than $100 an acre.
lug the gaze of two eyes which gleamed
some good reason why a farmer owning
in the dim light from the deck above
150 acres of land, worth flOO an acre,
him. "I've told you the truth, sir."
right alongside of growing markets that
"Very well; go call your boat's crew
regularly take all its products, can not
as
be made to pay, but that reason is not ou deck. Stand by to capture them
some
easy to see. Over in Holland, Denmark, soon a· they reach the gangway,
France, Belgium and Switzerland, and of you, then stow them all below. Let
also in other European countries, a their boat tow astern. And when that's
farmer owning five to ten acres of land,
done, you, sir, hall your schooner and
raied at $000 to 91000 per acre, makes
tell Ler to heare to until your return.
a living right along, and in the great
what 1 tell you to and nothing
majority of cases lays up some money Say just
more. The pistol at your bead la loaded

each year.—Ν. Y. Farmer.

order, and tlien, all together, give It to came fatuous, the crackling of musket·
thein. l>o you understand?"
ry front the inen in the top·, with the
A chorus of subdued "Aye, ayee," in- yells and cheers and curses and groans
dicatif thai the order* were heard.
of the maddened men, completed a
"Mr. Walltngford. do you stand ready scene which suggested a bit of hell.
to back the main topsail when she is
"This is warm work, Walllngford,"
alongside, tliough if she attempts to said the captain coolly, though hla eye·
pass in front of us we'll up helm and were sparkling with excitement. "Do
take her on the port side. Two of you we gain any advantage?"
afterguards go below and bring up the
"I think so. Their fire does not seem
captain of the Melllsh. Lively !% We to he so heavy. Does It not slacken a
shall soon have the sloop down on u·." little, sir'?"
In a few foments the unfortunate
"▲ye, I think so too. I trust our
British skipper was standing on the sticks hold."
poop deck beside Captain Jonee.
"I have not had any serloua damage
"Now, iny mnn. you are the master reported so far, sir."
are
not?"
of the Mellish.
you
"Well, we must end It soon, or that
"I was a few moments ago," replied
frigate will be down on ua—in half an
the man s.dionly.
hour at most, 1 should say. Ha ! What
"Well, yo.i niy to stand right here was that?" he said as a loud crash
and answer hrils Just as 1 tell you. Do from the Juno interrupted him.
you understand?"
"Their main topmast's gone by the
"Yciv"
board, hurrah!" shouted Walllngford,
"Williams, you and another hold him,
and if he hesitates to answer, or another than 1 tell him, blow his
brains out. Now we have nothing to do
but wait. Keep her a good full at the
helm there."

fought?"
"The American ship Ranger. Captain

swers

John Paul .Tone». He says he will see
you in the English channel. Heavens,
Lawless, isn't this awful? Threefourths of ours are dead or woumled.
The cursed rebel captured the Melllsh;

"Aye. aye. sir!" repllod the veteran
quartermaster, stationed at the con.

Meanwhile the Juno had come abeam
of the vessel next ahead of the Raugor,
and the conversation which followed
was as plainly audible in the latter
ship as had been the beating to quarters just after she wore.
"Providence ahoy there!" came from
the ,luno. "What Is the matter? What
are you burning blue lights for :
"Nothing m the matter with us. sir,
but we heard pistol shots and cries on
the Melllsh astern and thought we
It's so
saw two ships instead of one.
beastly black tonight we couldn't
make out anything very well."
"All right: better keep off a little,
I will run down and
out of the way.

what's wrong."
The present course of the Jur.o would
have brought lier across the bows of
the Hanger, but the ships were Hearing so rapidly that a collision would
have resulted, so the Juno was kept
away a little and soon ran down on
the Ice bow of the Ranger. The two
ships were thus placed side by side,
the Ranger on the port tack having the
advantage of the weather gauge of the
Juno, which had the wind free, an advantage the captain of the English
ship would never have yielded without an effort i:ad be Imagined the
character of the ship opposite him.
The battle lanterne of the Juno were
lighted, the porte triced up. and she
presented a brilliant picture of a ealΤ he
lant ship
ready for action.
Ranger, black as the ulght and silent
as death, could barely be discerned In

we

ranged alongside

at

quarters; they

Kot In the lirst broadside; the main topmast went, then the Jib; they fell off,
raked us through the stern, boarded;
Jones cut down Burden with his
sword; we could not get a gun to bear;

they

were

we

pounding through

us;

we

keep the men at quarters;
struck; they took our flag, too;

could not

then you « aine down, and he sheered
off; then the mlszenmast went. I expect the fore will go next."
"What's his force? Was it a frigU

"I can answer that," said the brave
master of the Mellish. who had gained
the Juno and fought well in the tight.
"She's a sloop of eighteen guns.
"I.ess than ours! We have twentytwo
Oh, Lawless, what a disgrace.
I can't understand it. Our men did
well. And she goes free, and look at
us!"
NN *
"Ship is making water fast.
can't get at the tire forward, either,
sir," reported one of the Juno s otfl-

see

dim outline from the Juno.
"Melllsh ahoy!"
"Ahoy, the" Juno!"
"What's wrong on board of you?
"Nothing, sir!"
"Pistol i-hots and screams were
But who
heard by the ship ahead!
hails? Where Is Captain Brent?"
"Answer him!" hissed Jones In the
"Tell him
ear of the British captain.
there were some drunken soldiers of
the high landers In a row! Speak out.
man!" he continued threateningly.
"Why don't you answer?" came from
the Juno. "I shall :fid a boat aboard.
Call away the ttrst cutter." the voice
continued.
But the British seaman
ou the Ranger's deck was made of
sterner stuff than the other. By a violent and unexpected movement lie

idly disappearing Kauger, wlilcù, However, did »o luirm and was only anewered by u musket «hot In contempt,
and tlu*n she ranged down beside her
battered and shattered consort.
As
Boon as she reached the side or the
Juno she was hove to, and a boat wai
eent off at once.
An officer stepped
on board.
He was horrilted at the
ecene of carnage which presented itself. The ship aloft was a wreck; the
deck· were a perfect shambles; wounded and dying men lay around in every
The masts were gone; the
position.
■hip was full of shot holes; the water
was rushing and gurgling in through
the shot holes below the water line;
flaines were breaking out forward.
••Where is Captain Burden?" cried
the officer.
"Dead," replied the wounded first
lieutenant in a hollow voice.
"Did you strike?"
"Yes."
"What was the «hip with which yon

»

1'£Γ8.

'·/>(> i/o»t surrendert"

looking toward the ship after springing

the rail, from whence a moment latlie f«·!! back dead, with a bullet In
his breast.
"Poor fellow!" murmured Jones and
then called out: "Give it to tliein. lads!
They have lost their wain topmast!" Λ
cheer was the answer. But the matter
on
er

must

be ended at once.

^•Johnson," said Jones to the young
midshipman by his side, "run forward
and have the main yard hauled. (Jive
her a good full, iiuarterumster," he said
to the veteran seaman at the helm and
then watched the water over the side
to see when she gathered headway
through it. "Now! Hard up with the

helm!
Flatten In the head sheets!
Round In the weather braces! ("case
tiring ar.d load all!"
The ship gathered way, forged ahead
slowly, fell off when the helm was put
up and in a trice was standing across
the'stern of the Juno, which endeavored to meet the maneuver as soon as it
was seen; but, owing to the loss of the
jil) and main topsail and the fouling of
the gear, site did not answer the helm
rapidly enough to escape the threaten-

"Can't we save the ship?" queried
Lieutenant Lawless of the Acasta.
"No. It will be as much as we can
do to get off the wounded. 1 fear."
"Back." cried Lawless, turning to
the cutter In which they had come,
-to the Acasta, and tell lier to send all
lifir boats alongside. This ship is a perfect wreck. She must sink In a few
minutes. We have hardly time to get
the wounded ofT. Lively! Bear a hand
for vi.ur lives, men!"
However, in spite of all that could
be done by willing and able hands
some of the helpless men were still on

board when the Juno pitched forward
suddenly and then sank bow foremost
Into the dark waters, carrying many
of her gallant defenders into the deep
with her. Among them on the quar
ter deck lay the body of the dead captain. the sword which the magnanimity of his conquerer had left to him
lying by his side.
And this Is war upon the sea!

[to

bi

COWTWTJ».]

—

ahead.

The corvet, a half uille away

All Humors

perhaps, responded immediately and, Am impure matter· which th« «kin,
wearing short round, came to on the
liver, kidney· and other organ· can
other tnck and headed for the last of
oare of without help, there i·
the while. not take
to
the line, beatiug
quarters
All the lanterns of the Ranger were
again extinguished and the men sent
quietly to their quarters, with the
strictest injunctions not to make a
sound or fire a gun until ordered under
pain of death. Every other preparation had long since been made for action, so the officers slipped on their
boarding caps, loosemd their swords
In their sheaths and looked to the
priming of their pistols; then, receiving
their final commands, departed quietly
10 their several stations- Simpson, now
occupying the position of first lieuten-

■□oh

an

accumulation of them.

They litter the whole «yatem.
Pimple·, boll·, eocema and other
eruption·, Iom of appetite, that tired

feeling, bilious torn·, fits of Indigesdull headache· and many other

tion,

trouble·

are

due to them.

Hood's Sarsaparllla
and Pitts

men.

aye. Well, gentlemen, we cannot take possession, so we will have to
leave you to your consort," he said to
the Hritish officers. "Give the captain
of the'Acaeta the compliments of Captain John Paul Jones of the American
Continental ship Hanger and say that
he will find me in the British channel.
Thank him for our entertainment tonight," he said, bowing courteously,
and then: "Back to the ship, all you
Rangers. Let that man's sword alone,
Let it resirrah! He used It well.
But
main with him on his own ship.

"Aye.

tiret haul dowu and bring the Juno'·
flag with us."
The men hastily scrambled over the
rails to their own ship, the grapnels

Remove all humor·, overcome all
none too soon the
ant vacated by Seymour, having charge
effect·, strengthen, tone and were cut loose, and
[their
of the butteries, and Wallingiortt, on
slowly gathered way and slipped
ship
the
whole
ayatem.
deck with the captain, in command of invigorate
by the stern of the Juno, whose miithe sail'trimmers, who were clustered
about the masts, the sloop bel:;.; still

heavily mannnl.
"Man tl e MtarixurJ battery," s
captain in a low but uisilud

ι

the
\

o:ce.

"Men. we've got our work cist out l'or
No cheering until the first
us tonight.
shot is fired, and no firing till i give the

tbat I

"I bad ult rbeom on my bands
could not work. I took Food's Sarsaparllla
and It drove ont tbe hnmor. I continued
Its ase till the sores disappeared." Mas.
Iaa α Β boot, Xomtord Fall·, lie.
Hood'· •araaparHIa promleee to
oui· and tasps the promt···
so

)

from the street.

Little Poatacrlpt.
of
The absent minded correspondent
a
the Georgia citizen in Texas closed
"P.
recent communication as follows:
8.—I almost forgot to tell you that your
HI·

one
house was burned to the ground
having let
brother
last
week,
your
day
the Insurance lapse two weeks before.
So you won't git nothing out of it. I
reckon." Atlanta Constitution.

tbe World's Pair Are Ex·

at

pec ted to Show That They Are
Superior to All Other Breeds.

The herd of Jersey cows assembled

at the World's Fair at St Louis to represent the Jersey breed in the universal

dairy test bas been inspected and lias
been pronounced in perfect condition
and ready to start tipon their six
months' grind on a day's notice.
W. K. Spunn of the llurr uuk Jersey
farm, Dallas, Tex., was the in spec tor,
and he was thorough in his work. lie
passed a week on the Exposition
grounds, and much of the time was
spent in and around the Jersey cattle
barn, and the condition of each individual of the herd of forty cows wus
definitely ascertained.
Never was more intelligent ;Hid careful treatment lavished on animals. No
athlete was ever belter trained for a
contest requiring the development of
speed, skill and endurance than has
been this herd of Jerseys. When It is
known that this herd is to compete
with selected herds ot II.Osteins, Shorthorns, Urown Swiss and Devons, and
the herd making the best score for the
production of butter, milk and cheese
is to establish the standing of the
various breeds, tbe importance of the
cows being in pet feet Condltlou may
be understood.
For a solid year the Jersey s have
been in constant training.
Twentylive cows will participate In the conCows were selected from the
test.

best herds in the United States.
Dr. J. J. Ulchardson. president of
the American Jersey Cattle Club, under whose auspices this entry is made,
toured Europe and visited the famed
Isle of Jersey, where the breed originated. lie was seeking the best cows,
but returned satistied that Europe
could show no cows that were better
than those bred in America.
Though only tweuty-live cows will

participate In the test, forty cows were
They were assembled at
Jerseyvlllc. 111., a year ago. Ί nis Is

selected.

St. Louis, and the cattle have beacclimated. Last December they
The cows
were removed to St. Louis.
are the properly of individual members
of the club and are loaned lor the term
of the test. C. T. Graves, a breeder
at Maitland. Vo.. was select· d as ti e
to have charge oi the
near

come

superintendent

eullle, and he has been blgbiy complimented by Dr. Iticliardsou and Intine
spector Spann for the wonderfully
com'itiou in which he has placed the
herd.
A series of model dairy barns have
been built for the breeds competing in
the test. The barns ure octagonal In
the
form, and are so arranged that
wide
cows ure In the center uud a

promenade permits visitors to pass
around and view the cows a· they
stand in their stalls.
be
The milking and feeding are to
and
done in plain view of the public,
herds
representatives of the various
will at all times have access to all the
are

Indulged

lu.

The test not only consists lu showmilk and
ing the amount of butter,
cheese produced, but tbe cost of production is taken into consideration.
cow Is
Every ounce of food given each
When
recorded.
and
carefully
weighed
the cows ar·» milked, the milk Is conthe Agveyed to a model creamery In
ricultural building, where it Is tested
and made Into '«utter and cheese and

where all records are curefnlly kept.
The Jersey cattle participated in α
Cosimilar test at Chicago during the
lumbian Exposition and carried off
first honors.
Superintendent Graves is sanguine
He
over the result of the present test.

have always
says that tin· lerseys
demonstrated their superiority over all
other breeds when placed In competition, and this tune they will show to
better advantage than ever. Not only
is the Jersey milk richer In butter fat
than the milk of any other breed, says

Mr. Graves, but it can be produced at
less cost The Jersey cows are the
smallest of the standard breed*, and
he asserts that they consume less feed.
it is
They assimilate their food, and
converted into milk and butter and Is
not used in building up aud sustaining
a

a

large

carcass.

"We are going to make all other
breeds take to the woods after this
test," said Mr. Graves. "A few day»
ago I was testing some of our Jersey
milk, and my hands were all stlrky
and greasy from the enormous amount
of butter fat the milk contained. Mr.
Von I ley ne. who is In charge of the
Holstcins. sent over a quantity of his
milk for me to test. Of course, from a

commercial standpoint, there was 110
comparison between the uillk, but it
was a
pleasure to test his milk, for
when I got through there was no
After this I
my hands.
bucket of Ilolstelu milk
around handy to wash my bands in
after testing our own rich Jersey milk."
Th·· test be·.'ins May Id and contingrease on
will have

ues

a

Jll» days.

Kouirh 1.ml limit; WooIiik.
The Australf.':i ;:!i.»r:,.iin· vben weary
of a single Ιίίο l«.ok» about for a
partner, and. finding one tu his i king,
stalks her. and. watching his opporstuns her with 11 licr.vy blow

tunity.

and carries lier off to her new home,
whet* it Is to l.e hoped, on her return
to consciousness, his alter tenderness
makes some atonement for his somewhat rough and ready way of wooing.

I'oNilblllty.
don't intend to break
do you
your engagement with me why
allow young Hichmann to make you
such valuable presents? She—My faΛ

He—If

you

ther advised me to accept thetn. He—
He did! Why? She—Ile said that If I
married you they might come In handy.
Time Co mi uu

For

Fairy Ttlr·.

Little gir!. you who are so Insistent
that I tell you fairy tales now. wait
till you are grown up and married, and
then you'll hear fairy tales In plenty.—
New Orleans Times-Democrat.
Two of m Klad.

Mother's Ear
λ wo ho m morn mm· m μλμ
mu
Rum/M am ihpaht, aho ih thb
MONTH* THAT come ΒβΡΟΗΚ THAT
ΤΙΜΗ,

SCOTT'S EMULSION

zenmast fell a moment after, and she
lay rolling, a ghastly, shattered hulk
on the waters, fire breaking out for-

uni bthkhqth aho
•ι/MUn
houhibhmhht mo mmebbbaht rom
THH Η ΚALTΗ OP BOTH MOTHER AHO
CHILD.
Send for free sample.

The frigate, coming down rapidly on
the starboard tack, luffed up into the
wind and Bred a broadside at the rap-

409-41 s Purl Street,
goc. aodfi.oo; all

ward.

Jerseys

barns to see that no sharp practices

Opium SmoklnK In Chlnn.
It Is generally understood that a
large percentage of the Chinese are
addicted to the use of opium. This is
The belief that the
a misconception.
Chinese of rank and culture use the

ing danger.
"Stand by to rake her! lteady! Klre!
I Stand by to board!"
The effect of this raking broadside
given
tLe rail, shouting loudly: "Treachery! delivered at short range was awful. drug is due to the prominence
of the plant and tlu»
You are betrayed! This Is a Yankee The whole stern of the Juno was beat- to the cultivation
had manufacture of opium in the Celestial
pirate!" Then he sprang into the wa- en in, and the deadly projectiles
Williams free range the full length of the devoted empire. As a matter of fact, a native
ter between the two ehips.
raised his pistol.
tthip, which reeled and trembled under who uses opium is looked upon l»y hts
A mqmeiit of si- superiors :is we dis< uss aiul classify
"Let him go." cried Jones. "He is the terrible shock.
Then, lifting his lence followed, broken by shrieks and our drunkards.
a brave fellow."
feeble cheers from
The idea that a pill will priMiu< e an
powerful voice, he shouted: "This is groans and a few
the
effect on the lieginner is
Then,
undaunted
some
exhilarating
spirits.
Continental
sliip Ranger.
the American
One must be accussheer
a
rank
also
erroneous.
off.
still
falling
Stand by!" The port shutters dropped Itanger
her beam against tomed to the use of the drug to tret
or were pulled up with a crash; a mo- of the helm brought
The tirst pipe t«·
ment's hasty aim was taken at the bril- the stern of the Juno, when eager tlie pleasant effect.
Two
which bound an American produces nausea.
liantly lighted ship full abeam. "Klre! hands hove the grapnels
If he can
or three will make him sick.
"I ifteen men. they say. and seveuty- î.et them have It, men!" he cried in a the two ships together.
stand eight or nine of these "pills" litWe have the hatches voice of thunder. In^iuu.ly liit* black
Ive soldiers..
"Away, boarders!"
Ί·"»·"
u.wï ι tliink with the
is apt to dream. I>ut the awakening I.»
men left their tjuarof
the
sheet
a
Certain
I<·.(>i
Hide of the Hunger gave
men we have we can manage her ull of (lame, and the startling ru.;r uf the ters at the guns and, cutlass and pistol always an unpleasant reality.
swarmed
right."
fini broadside in the «juict nitrht was In Imnd led bv Jones himself,
Tlic (Itue Lnkra.
"Very well. sir. I congratulate you. followed by shrieks and tvies and the over the rail and on the poop of the
or three men were stanUAhout twelve miles northwest from
I am sending the second cutter off to crashing of woodwork, which told that juno. Iwo
a
Three ng there among the dead and wound- the town of I'pper Lake, Cal.. is
you with the men's dunnage and your the shots had taken effect.
caas Blue lakes
the
sudden
known
dazed
waters
half
of
ed
by
series
Premen,
howorders.
have
You
boxes.
your
hearty Hritish cheers rang out,
«prang
three in all—surrounded by spurs of
sent my complimeute to General Wash- ever. in reply, and ti»« broadside was tastrophe, but they bravely
the coast range that tower l.UH) feet
ington. with that ship as a Christmas promptly returned, hut with nothing forward.
These lakes are steel blue
over them.
"I)o you surrender?" cried Jones.
present if you bring her in. God grant like the effect of that from the Hauger,
The upper
"No, you rebel!" answered the fore- In color and never freeze.
Ooodby. Better for the tlrst blow counts for as much
you get In safely!
of an officer, lake is nearly two miles in length and
uniform
the
will
take
in
contest.
We
other
your
that
most,
out
in
light.
sea
as
at
any
put
III width lu the widest
The next moment the main topsail crossing swords with him gallantly, half a mile
place in the fleet and see what haplake Is about half
middle
Imthe
the
the
of
sword
to
the
laid
a
moment
but In
place,
of the Juno was gallautl.v
pens."
and half that distance in
"Goodby, sir!" cried the young lieu- mast, that of the Hanger following petuous American beat down his guard a mile long
width, and the lower one is less than
tenant. "A prosperous cruise to you." suit, and the two ships, side by side, at iiinl was burled in his breast. With a
of the nearest neighbor.
In a moment the boat from the Han- half pistol shot distance, continued the follow groan he fell dying on the deck half the size
lake Is nearly ômi feet deep
en- df the ship he had so gallantly deThe
crews
boxes
and
upper
both
being
the
bags
was
combat,
alongside,
dreadful
ger
and all of them abound in
were speedily shifted, and the cutter,
couraged and stimulated by their cap- fended. while his men, borne back by in places,
lanthe
battle
of
trout.
A
Ranger's
rush
In
otticers.
tow, drop- tains aud other
with the other two boats
the determined
resistance
ped back to the Hanger, which by a tern or two, which had been hastily gallant crew, after a feeble
a
dim, threw down their arms, crying. "Quarshift of the helm had drawn much lighted here and there, shed
Mue!· More Thau Tbal.
Then the Mellish filled away uncertain light over the decks of the ter, quarter!"
nearer.
"That milk looks as if it were half
the
and presently, wearing round on her Hanger. The men, half naked, covered
All this time the guns of that ship
water." protested the woman at
heel, went off before the wind and, all with sweat ami dust and powder stains had been tiring, one or two of them de- kitchen door.
her lights having been extinguished, or splashed with blood from some more pressed by Simpson's orders so as to
"It is much more than that, ma'am,"
faded speedily away In the darkness. unfortunate comrade, Hume with heads pierce the hull below the water line, replied the milkman, a college gradu"1 guarThe boats were hoisted on the Hanger; tied up, lighting though wounded, the rest sending their heavy shot ripate in reduced circumstances.
water, 4 per
of
cent
the
Iw?
length
took
the
to
through
it
and
and
per
i..>
served
guns.
antee
·.
ι
tearing
ping
she braced up on ti.e j
Several brave fellows were arranged the Juno, which was unable to bring cent butter, ."'-I· per cent casein and
the place vacated l.y «..«.· .V.Hisli. But
salts,
dead,
of
the
deck,
side
a single gun to bear in reply.
IHs per cent sugar and various
these thills had not ...i.iprned without on the weather
their battles euded. One or two seri"Do you strike?" called Jones from the combination resulting in the liquid
attracting some at:c;i .oil.
were lying groan- the break of the poop, his men massed
commonly known as miik. Chemical
The captain of the ve.-. el next ahead ously wounded men
their turn behind hiui for a rush through the analysis of the same cheerfully furof the Mvlllsh had heard the pistol ing by the hatchway, waiting
below to the cockpit to be gangways, to one or two of the offi- nished whenever desired. Good mornshots and shouting. Lulling up into the to be carried
the rough surgery of the cers who were stationed there.
to
he
committed
ing, nia'aiu."—Chicago Tribuue.
wind to check his own headway,
while the fleet footed powder
"Yes, yes; God help us!" cried a
made out a second ship in the darkness period,
to and fro from the wounded officer. "What else can we
The Cnnnlnir of Ant·.
alongside his next astern. In doubt boys were running
with their charges, leap- do?"
A naturalist found black ants were
as to what was happening, but certain different guns
wounded and dying with
devouring the skins of some bird speci"Where's your captain?"
that something was wrong, he acted ing over the
cirthe
of
one
mens on a table, so he made tar
Indifference. The continuous roar of the
answered
a blue light to be
caused
and
sir,"
"Dead,
promptly
of paper and put
were served
four
the
the
ou
for
cles
guns
pieces
seized
was
been
This
had
artillery,
by
seamen who
burned on his forecastle.
for
of the table. Ants
boarders. "Him you killed whfh you one under each leg
the agreed signal of danger, and It im- with that steady, rapid precision
besoon
seamen
Pretty soou he
American
will not cross tar.
boarded."
mediately awakened the unsuspecting which the
at work again
"Poor fellow! He was a brave man found the ants busily
licet luto action. Several of the ships
and. looking at the tar circles, found
and fought his ship well."
at different intervals in the long line
bits of sand
"Captain, the frigate is bearing down each one was bridged by
repeated the sigual, which was finally
the clever ants had brought In
which
the
of
down
Ranger'·
one
hull
cried
us!"
the
frigate,
answered by
upon
wrenched his arm free from the grasp
of one of the men, struck the other
henvllv in the chest, and before any
one could seize him he leaped upon

COWS TRAINED
FOR THE TEST

thb

SCOTT & BOWNE, CheniaU,
New

dnigfùu.

York,

Mr·. A.

Cerbity—You

have

accepted

Why, you know very well I
don't approve of him. Her Daughter
Neither
-That's ail right, mother.
does he approve of you!
Henry!

She-I

AmblffaojM.

am

afraid

we

shall bave

trou·

ble with servants after we are married. He—I won't mind that, dear, aa
Counlong as I have you.—Town and

try.

Life without laughter is a machin·
without oil.—Schoolmaster.
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THIS OXFORD BEARS.
HE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

IN AU

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

Paris Hill.
H. H. BUhop,
Baptl&t Church,
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Y.
P.
S.
C. I. Sunday
School
at
>?
K.
iun.lay
ifternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening Service at 7 :S>
». M.
Prayer Meeting Tburadav evening at
JO. 'Covenant Meeting the last FrWay before
be lat Sunday of the month at3 30r.lt. AU
iot otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Unlverwallat Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor,
'reaching mtrvlce every Sunday at 11 a. m.
iunday School at 13 H.
First
'aator.

Rev.

Francis II. Fobes of Islington, Mass.,
λ-ho secures the Rhodes scholarship for
Massachusetts, is quite well known at
[ I'aris Hill, having been here one summer
era.
t few
years since, and visited here at
He is a member of this
Job P&INTD40—New type, fast presses, steam ! »ther times.
and
low
workmen
prices ] gear's graduating class in Harvard.
power, experienced
combine to make this department of our bual
Mrs. H. K. Hammond aud Miss Alice
uess complete and popular.
K. Hammond attende*] the graduation
exercises of the Cummings Grammar
Coming Evente.
School in Portland last week, when Miss
Frances H. Shorey graduated, taking the
June S».—Republican state gubernatorial con- valedictory.
vention, Bangor.
Miss Alice K. Hammond is visiting her
JuljM —Republican county convention. South |
sister, Mrs. F. E. Shorey, fora few days,
it Deering.
Miss Hattie A. Hooper is here from
State
A
Boston to spend her summer vacation
in Paris. Carroll I. Hooper was here
for a few days last week.
Convention
Miss Mary Pierce is spending the week
WILL BE HELD IN
it Westbrook Seminary attending comThe Auditorium,
mencement.
Bangor.
The Baptist pulpit was supplied on
Sunday by Kev. E. A. Davis. There will
l>e preaching next Sunday, by whom it
is not yet certain.
AT 1 :*> O'CLOCK, V M.
Miss Julia Carter joined the family
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be supported at the September bere last week.
Election, and for the transaction of such other
Mrs. Ε. H. Cummings has moved into
AU levai auvertlaemente
Αυτνκτιβκ.ΜΚΐΐτβ
are given three connective Insertions for #1.30
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
ina>te wltti local, transient ami yearly advert! β
—

Republican

Wed., June 29, '04

—

West ParU.

Backfleld.

•Rev. A. J. Parker from London, Eng.,
Ex-Governor Long is in town.
Dr. Chas. Brldgham and wile of Co- ] ias preached at toe Free Baptist church
He is a relasset, Mass., are visiting their native J or the last two Sundays.
leath, relatives and old neighbors. Mr. ι ;urned missionary, and will probsbly
Brldgham'· uncle, Wm. P. Brldgham, itay in this vicinity for a time. He has
tent for his wife who is with relatives in
the
mark, is

tearing

90-year

quite poorly,

Waterville
ire visiting Mrs. Fuller's sister, Mrs. H.
0. Irish.
The parents of F. R. Dyer, Esq., from
Riley, have recently been the guests of
J. C.

Fuller and

wife of

their son.
W. S. Robinson thinks he has discov·
îred the butt-cut of Mt. Mica mine on
Streaked Mountain.
Rev. Mr. Whitson, a former pastor

here, with daughter, arrived Thursday,

Hie daughter is to spend her vacation
with the family of Daniel Murcli.
A well attended children's concert
was a feature of a Sunday Rervice at the
Baptist church the 12th inst.
Rev. Mr. Athearn spoke under the
shadow of Mt. Tom in Sumner, June 12,
at 3:30 p. si., and has an appointment at
the same place and hour for Sunday,
June 2β.
Mise Sadie Wood, 10 years of age,
passed away June 12. She had long
been ill. The funeral was at the home
the 14th, Rev. Mr. Prince attending.
Thomas Stearns of Cambridge, Mass.,
is visiting his late wife's relatives, the
Princes.
J. H. Carey returned from a fishing
trip Thursday, and is with Dr. Heald
whose wife is a daughter of Mr. Carey.
their wives from
men with
Two
Waltham, Mass., who are touring the
s'ate in an automobile, passed Wednesday night at Hotel Long, Jeaving Thurs-

day heading for Bangor.

California.

We timidly venture to inqure of Buckleld the reasons for surmises on the part
>f the general public.
Perhaps it is
kicked to say so little that feminine
, suriosity might induce sleepless nights
tnd impaired appetite. We have heard
>f such tilings.
Buck field also speaks of his friendly
robin. We have the care of something
A pair of ground
)ver 100 little chicks.
ι iparrows have discovered that they can
feed themselves and little family from
:he stray crumbs found about the
:hick^n coops and have become quite
fearless in obtaining them. At times
the female will sit 011 the fence and the
male will daintily feed her with some
choice morsel. At morning and evening
the male bird after getting a good meal
is in the habit of flying up on the near
by fence and singing a very sweet little
song, doubtless a token of gratitude.
Does Buckfield think that it may be
sometimes these "dumb" creatures' are
more grateful and appreciative than the
human species?
L. S. Eyster of Boston was in town a
few days ago. He is agent for all the

I

high grade pianos.

Bethel.
Welch Bros.' circus will appear in
: Jethel, July 4th.
Everyone ie looking forward to the
nock trial to be presented at Odeon
Ball, July 21, by local talent.
Tuesday evening the people of Bethel
wtened to a rare musical treat, under
Ae direction of W. S. Wight. Bev.
Stanford Mitchell, one of Maine's favor·
te tenors, pleased his audience beyond
ivords, especially In the selection, "The
Holy City." The Schubert Ladies'
Quartette of South Parie was highly apBethel's male
predated, as well.
juartctte and a mixed quartette were
ilso upon the programme. Much credit
is due Mr. Wight for bis efforts in bringmg before Bethel this musical talent.
Bethel Congregationalist church was

Harry

Cole and children of
Bryant's Pond and Miss Alice Houghton
L)f Canton visited at Mrs. Nellie Bryant's
last Tuesday.
Misses Delia and Minnie Lane went
last Wednesday to Rumford Palls for a
visit of two weeks or more.
Mr. Nelson Stevens of Trap ('orner is
critically ill with paralysis of the brain
with but little hopes of recovery.
The Methodist Sunday School elected
officers Sunday, June 12, as follows:

earts of the

people deeper

( RADUATE8

years.
Mrs. John Voheers Holt has returned
to her home in Andover, Mass.
Mr. Will Abbott is at home on account
wife's
of the critical illness of his

Î

u

ami

THE

CI.A88

Hebron's annual commencement

twelve

IN

INSTITUTION.
exer-

1 (r. Farrington

came

here

some

on Sunday the
fifteen years ago, and went into trade c ises were inaugurated
Re*.
Established the Lake- 1 2th inst., by an able sermon by
ι t the Center.
and became post- < }eo. E. Horr, D. D., of Boston.
\ lew House there
held
Tuesday forenoon the trustees
So faithful, so honest, so help·
ι oaster.
Two vacancies
1 ul has he been that he possessed the t heir annual meeting.
of
Five ι ipon the board caused by the death
( onfldence and highest regard of all.
Hebron and
died and the light ] lev. S. D. Richardson of
j ears since, his wife
( ieorge P. Whitney, Esq., of Oxford,
c f his life was dimmed, and he has look·
He rere tilled by the election of Hennr K.
( d longingly to the reunion beyond.
of Hebron and Dr. Ν. M.
; iteams,
of the

We

cr

\ravildla Palmer of this town. She
las been a sufferer many years bearing
and having the
1er illness patiently,
leepest sympathy of her old neighbors,
ichoolmates and friends.

good

show you some

can

West Sumner.

in behalf of the class, anil
in behalf of the institution by
fJeorge M. Atwood of tbe trustees.
Wednesday was devoted to the graduation oxercises, when the diplomas were
conferred upon the largest class in the
history of the school. The programme
follows:
Gardner

cepted

PROGRAMME.
10 Λ. M.

Music.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Invocation.

M unie.

Salutatory,

SUMMER CARRIAGE DUSTERS
75 cents buys the latest style grey duster.

John Tracy Matthews.* Tenant's Harbor
The Hlee of American Diplomacy,
Charles Leroy Haines,§ Ellsworth
x<)ur

Navy,

John Anderson Klng,§ L&molne I
New England Bard,
Josephine Slmoutou Buz/.ell,; Itockport
χ Men and Machinery,
Colby Curtis,§ hdmunds
χ Home and Its Kulns,
Henrietta Mary Simpson.; Sullivan Harbor.
Japan,
Howard ArthurTribou,* Rock port |
With the World Before U«,
Nicholas fîeorgleff Katsounoff.J Sophia, Bulgaria
xThe New Woman,
Knima Lucv Merrlll.l Cumberland (.'enter
xTheodore Roosevelt,
Harold Stephen Walker,; Canton
A

I have

an

«rade in

good

extra

a

Wool Foot Mat for $2,00.

JAMES N. FAVOR, ®ffS&?ICKER

Music.

Légende of King \ithnr,
William Gadcombe Bunker,$ North Ea*t Harbor 91 "MTfttn St.,
NTorway, Maine.
xThe Red Cross Society,
Angellne Arvllla Jones,* Warren
Class History,
Charles Russell Flood,· East Oxford
An American Humorist,
Gertrude Cale Brown,; St. George | P»W^WTvTV^JTv*rvTVTVTWTvTvTWTVnVTVTWTVTVTvTVTvTVTVTv7
xOrigln of Medicine,
Da 'ostar FltzMaurlce Rennet,· Lubec |
A Triumph In Modern Education,
Alice Sarah Bearce § Hebron
xThomae Jefferson,
Clarence Henry Robinson,; Peru |
xThe Internal Development and Expansion
of the United Sta'es,
A
Kennedy Crane § Portland
χ Longfellow, the Poet of the Heart,
Elizabeth Warren Crlckett,; Cumberland Center |

!

SPECIAL RUG SALE.

Music.

Hamilton,
Augustus CoolldgeThompson,* North Llvermore
xThe Value of Books,
Myrtle Mahala Jordan.J Hummer, Ν. H.
Address to Halls ami Campus,
Nelson Irving Mixer,· South Union
Hymns and Hymn Writers,
Rcna Marston.t Portland
χ Modes of Clvlll/.atlon,
Archie Barney Havey.f West Sullivan
xRadlum,
Ernest Marshall Davenport,; Mendon, Mass.
The Cse of College Athletics,
Daniel Chase,· Baring
xThe Father of English Poetry,
William Hugh Burns,* Dennysvllle
χ Booker Τ. Washington.
Delbert Preston Dunn,; East Poland
xCharncter Development.
Floyd <>tls Phllbrlck,* Hebron
Nathaniel Hawthorne"and His Works,
Nina Uertrude Glover,§ Hebron
Alexander

|

Smyrna,

Axminster, Royal Wilton, Brussels,

$2 75

Smaller \

Rugs.

Aubussom and Kashmir
rugs also marked down.

λ

$1.98

Axminster rugs,

Smyrna

3·οο

Music.

Λ

2.25

rugs,

1.50

Axminster rugs,

or

easy terms.

98

X

It is your opportunity to purchase rugs ?
in all sizes at exceptionally low prices.

Cash

Jay Lyman Gray,* Lubec

xSuccess,

including

All carpet size rugs

down.

Mleuel de la Torre,$ Matanzas, Cuba
Value of Decision.
Harold WlHIam Stanwood,* Rumford Falls
xOne of Nature's Noblemen,
Mae Edna Patch,· Kingman
xThe Development of Warfare,
William Robert Sawyer ,§ Mllbrldge
St. Catherine and St Cecilia,
Alice Hazel Sprague,; Auburn
xThe Character of Abraham Lincoln,

I

Beginning Monday, May 16th, for one |*
week, every rug in stock will be marked

xProgreisof Invention,

We pay

freight.

2

!

Stanley Mathews Wheeler,§ South Paris
χ Progress of American Naval Engineering
during the Nineteenth Century,
( hrcnce William Klng,§ Lainolne
xAndrew Carnegie,
1
Eva Arvllla Twltchell,; Milan, Ν. H.
τ
Nineteenth Century Achievements.
Ralph Lysander J:ickson,§ East Jefferson
xTruste and Unions,
Arthur Ralph Murray,§ Sanford
χ Wireless Telegraphy,
ï
Richard Stevens I)anforth,§ Gardiner Y
iX » ^ »- Α.Ι.Α » A.t. A.f.A ΑΛ.Ϊ.Λι',
O^.t. A.t.A->, A.I. A
AJ A.t.i^-Ι-ίΧ
TvTWTvTVTvTWTVTvTWTvTVTviVr/rvTVTvTVTvTvTvTVTvn^»' TVi

ATHERTON FURNITURE CO.,

LEWISTON, ME.

NO. 220 LISBON ST.,

f
1

AFTERNOON'.
3 o'clock.
M uslc.

Mother Goose and Her

Philosophy,
Olive Louise Murch,* Hebron

PROMOTE PATRIOTISM

oJean D'Arc,
Mary Garth.t Sanford
oxrannma uauai,
Charles Clarke Dwyer,* Martinsville
Address to Undergraduates,
Geneva May Teague,· Madison
oTIie Poet Goethe,
Clara Augustine Eastman,* Kix-klainl
||< (ration.
M Chester Gardner,· Newton Center, Mam.

By displaying the

Stars and Stripes

Music.

Prophecy f»»r Girl*.

Rice,* Chicago, III.

Frances Viola

I'ropbecy for Boy·»,

Isaac Koss MeCoinbe,* San ford
Presentation of Class Gifts,
Kleauor Wilbur Pomeroy,* Pembroke

Valeillctory,

"COMINC HOLIDAYS."

Koscoe Henderson IIupper,* Martinsville
Conferring Diplomas.
Address to Class,
1'rln. George C. Purington. Λ. M.,

|

Farmlnston Normal School

Singing Class Ode
Awarding Prizes
Benediction
IIl»el!vere«l Tuesday Evening.

χ
*

t Classical.

Excused.
Coll ge.

ο

pleasant

the alumni
Dr. Ν. M.
Marshall of Portland as toast-master I
called out very interesting reminiscent
speeches from Rev. Horace B. Marshall,
a graduate of the academy in 1854, Mi.-s I
Helen M. Staples, a former preceptress
in 1874-7, A. J. Dunton of Bath,
graduate, Hon. George D. Bisbee of
Merrimac,
trustees, Mrs. Cushing of
Mass., a former student, and Mrs. Sarah
Bailey Purington of Farmington,
former teacher. The alumni association |
elected as officers:
Pr< slilent—George C. Purington, Farmington.
Vice-President—Arthur J. Dunton, Bath.
Secretary and Treasurer—Mrs. flenry K.
A

on

occasion

a

U. S.

Army

and

Navy

standard wool

|

5x8 feet at

4.75

|

6

10 feet at

χ

as

6.50

.

Square,

Mark.et

,

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Co.

bunting Flag,

$3.75

|

dinner

Dayton Bolster &

4x6 feet at

The essays were of a high order, showcareful thought and preparation.
Worthy of especial mention, however,
"With the World I
were the essays:
Before Us," by Nicholas G. KatsouootT
of Sophia, Bulgaria, "Mother Goose and
her Philosophy," by Olive L. March of I
Hebron, the Presentation of Class Gifts
by Eleanor W. Potneroy of Pembroke,
and the valedictory by Koscoe II, Hupper of Martinsville. An especially pleasing feature of the occasion was the address to the class by Principal George
C. Purington of the Farmington Normal

ing

School.

N.

will sell you

; Kngllcli.
Special honor.

§ Scientific.

was

Wednesday.

ο

|

|

ihc|
|

Stearns, Hebron.
M. At wood
Kxecutlve Committee—George
Paris, A. M. Richardson,Hebron, Mrs. Paik<! G
Dlngley, Auburn, and W. S. Bearce, Hebron.

Wednesday evening

was well entertained
ment concert by the
of Boston.

a

large

by the commenceTemple Quartette

Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing |
drunkards and drug users.
junbSly I

Many Children are Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powder· for Children,
by Mother Gray, a nurse In Chlldre
Home, New York, Break up Colds In 2< hour»,
•ure Keverlshness, Headache, Stomach Troub'rs,
reethlng Disorders, and Destrov Worm·. At
01 drngirlste, 25c. Sample mailed FREK. Adirées, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
used

Don't Get Footaoret Get Allen'· Foot Kue
A wonderful powder that cures tlre<l, aching,
<weatlng feet and makes new or tight shoes essy.
Ask to-day for Allen's Foot-Ease.
Accept no
lubstltute. Trial package FREE.
Address,
». Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y7

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Claanaes sod beautifies the hair.
Promote* · luxuriant growth.
Never Valla to Bestore Gray
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Cure· act I ρ diMaac* h hair falling.
t0c,aod>lH0at DrugliU

,>L.

E.

Not gorgeous but

|

beautiful, elegant

lutely correct—"good
and coloring. Made up

fash·

The abso-

ions, best in best of fashion.
form"

in

shape

in

Sebec, Ensign, Coney, Apollo, Melrose, Midget, Regina, London,

Roslyn

and Berlin

Styles.

MANY FOUR-IN-HANDS AND FOLDS.

Prices IS to SOo.
Take

J.

a

look and you will

purchase.

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.

man

NOYES,

Gothic Street, South Paris.
I

See Our Window.

Jobbing.

All kinds of job work with
ind horse done promptly.
*

Elegance.

[

The

General

Neckwear

audience I

on

picnic

ripe

OF

<

—

—

LABGE8T

THE

HISTORY

THE

than this,

Hebron seems to have been the objectMrs. L. E. Puleifer of Natick, Mass.,
father.
ive point this week, and many have
irrived Saturday, June 11, for several
was saddened WedThe
community
Greenwood
As
exercises.
taken in the
Mr. and
business as may properly come before It.
nesday morning by the announcement of weeks' visit with her parents,
John and
the house which was once the jailer's expressed a desire to meet
The basis of representation will be its fol
Mrs. Silas P. Peaslee, at the Mrs. E. W. Chandler.
of
death
the
it
but
not
doubt
lows Each City. Town and Plantation will be residence.
Her grandson.
Reginald, myself at Hebron, we
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Field have rebame of her mother, Mrs. Susan Dougentitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
would have been mutually
pleasant,
in Boslives with her.
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
Ellen Douglass Peaslee was the turned from their visit to friends
lass.
but
to
seem
materialize;
R. F. Tufts is ruuning the soda fouut- but it did dot
lu !'«/:, an additional delegate, aud fora fraction
and Mrs. John ton.
of
Mr.
oldest
daughter
occur.
a
add!
further
of 4«' votes In ex. en» of 79 votes
»in iu the J. M. Thayer store for S. E. the meet may yet
E. W. Chandler, C. E. Dunham and
Vacancies in the delegation of I
Douglass. She graduated from Gould's
tlonal delegate
The National Lumber Co. is anxious
on their
Newell A Co. He also keeps a line of
anv Cltv. Towu or Plantation can only be tilled
and was a student at Farmington. Two Dr. Ε. H. Andrews have gone
D.
Robertson.
Mr.
tteo.
the
Democrat
of
the
Superintendent
for
and has
correspondents
Reby rexl'Wts of the County In which the vacan- confections!y, fruit and cigars,
she married Hon. Silas F. annual fishing trip to Four Ponds.
Mn>. Sarah Ε W. Curtle
Vloe-Superiutemlent—
years
ago
Tom
Mt.
shadow
of
under
the
to
meet
cles exist
barber shop in the rear.
Secretary anil Treasurer— Mrs. P. M. Wyman. Peaslee of Upton. After two years of port says they are having excellent sucall
The State Committee wll. be In session In the |
In
25.
June
in
and
Sumner, Saturday,
Mrs. Reilly, Miss Hester Reilly
The pastor, Rev. D. F. Nelson, is to have happy married life and awaiting a bright cess.
reception room of the Hail at 12.30 o'clock P. M.
John Reilly are at the Hubbard House probability John and Mr. and Mrs. T. a class of
on the day of the Convention, for the purpose o!
Dr. E. J. Marston is entertaining
future with everything this life can
young people.
romantic
is
a
It
of
delegates
there.
will
be
spot
credentials
the
the
is
Delegates,
very
receiving
for a short stay. Miss Reilly
Mrs. Harry Johnson has gone to Paris promise of happiness, she passed away friends, Mr. and Mrs. Parks, of TennesIn order to be eligible to participate lu the Conwith
nature
commune
we
where
may
of Miss Brown at Old Brick.
The see.
vention, must l»e elected subsequent to the date iiuest
The manager in- Hill as cook at the Hubbard House. leaving an infant son two days old.
Miss Gertruile Harlow of Dixtield is and—hedgehogs.
of the call for this Couveutlon.
Mrs. Helen (.'handler, Mrs. Rosetta
Mrs. Johnson has beeu to the lakes for deepest sympathy is expressed for those
All electors of Malue, without regard to past the guest of her sister. Mrs. George M. structs me to teudera pressing invitation
to this during the so suddenly bereaved.
Kyerson, and Mrs. Winifred McLaughlin
political atltllallou, who Iwlleve In the principles Atwood.
to the Greenwood correspondent, aud many years previous
endorse Its
of the Republican Party, and
Editor Bowler is pushing his St. Louis attended "Flag Day" exercises at "Morthat the summer season and has an euviable repuroom
Dr. aud Mrs. A. S. Thayer of Portland we know from past experience
policies, are cordially Invited to unite uuder this
tation for her culinary skill.
to completion in every detail and it rill school" June 14. The school
trip
make
will
his
and
daughter
all In electing delegates to thts Convention.
O.
manager
A.
a beautiat
were guests
Thayer's Sunday.
The Uuiversalist Society begin their promises to be one of the pleasantest was beautifully decorated and
Per Order, Republican State Committee
season all things pleasant.
the
tea
of
Golf
Club
Followtirst
to
the
breeze.
The
ful flag was flung
Κ. M. SIMPSON, Chalrinau.
summer
preachiug with a sermon on parties of the season.
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The W. R. C. gave a very enjoyable Heavenly Father iu his all wise proviS. D. Swallow has had a sick horse
Miss Daisy Cushman and Miss Louise
as far as Oxford County in concerned,
absence by A. E. Stearns, Esq., and Wallon came from Boston for the cen- and has had to hire one to do his work. entertainment the 10th. A supper and dence to remove from the cares of this
it appears that the error is oilset by
life our dear comrade, Gustavus C.
tennial Thursday.
apron sale brought in about $18.
others in Kennebec County, two towns family.
The graduating exercises of the senior
A number went from here to the pic- Pratt, whoee noble life was always an
East Hebron.
We had a call from our old friends, Rev.
there which are entitled to two deleclass of the Chisholm High School will
and
Farmers are now hoeing beans and nic at Mr. Hoyt's camp in Hiram last Inspiration to all who knew him and
gates each being allowed but one in the beheld in the Univernalist church Thurs- W. H. and Mrs. Clark of Parkman,
whose influence will remain with us as
published lists. So the' total for the day afternoon, the &id, and the recep- Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes of Auburn, peas, and some are hoeing potatoes. Wednesday.
The Woman's Club held a social meet- ι good example; and
Grass is as tall on rich land as in haying
Htate is 1271, as it has been given from
Thursday.
tion and dance given by the class at
ing at Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney's last WedWhereas, by his death our post has
in many years past.
the first.
McMennamin Hall on the evening of the
nesday evening. After a literary and lost a worthy comrade and our comThe sick have improved in health.
Wilson's Mills.
same
was
carried out, re- munity a good citizen, therefore be it
day.
Correspondents' Picnic.
Fred Packard returned from Missouri musical program
Services were held Sunday, June 12tb, last
Resolved, that the charter of our post
The mauager of the National Lumber
week, iiaving passed several months freshments of strawberries and cream
the
churches
both
in
which
were
time a phono- ie shrouded in. mourning and a copy of
Magalloway
by
Hiram.
served, during
with relatives in that state.
Company requests the Democrat to
E. Tuck. Both new chapels
the
Kev.
waa
entertainment
;hese resolutions be sent to the family
given.
Clara Washburn has finished her visit graphic
Mr. James McLaren of Alhambra,
extend a cordial invitation to the local
are to be dedicated next week.
Mrs. Eli Whitney has gone to Hiram >f the deceased as a token of our symin Oxford and sent for her niece to bring
correspondents of the paper to meet in California, has joined his wife in a visit
The Spalding memorial chapel at her home.
for the summer.
pathy for tbem in their bereavement,
social gathering at the works of the to her mother, Mrs. Lusanna W. HubWilson's Mills will be dedicated Wedind be it further
Children's Day will be next Sabbath.
"National Lumber Company," at Mt. bard, 'Mrs. McLaren having been here
Richardson
nesday, the 22d. Dr. Cyrus
Norway Lake.
School closed on Thursday. Children's
Resolved, that a copy of these resoluThe some months.
Tom in Sumner, no June 25th.
the
address.
deliver
»f Nashua will
,ίοηβ be spread upon the records of this
of
The
the
was postponed to give them more
Federation
On Tuesday, Mr. George W. Osgood,
Day
Norway
manager says he will provide the corPlantation
at
The church
Women's Clubs at the home of the presi- >08t and that they be published in the
lime to learn for the occasion.
respondents with a good dinner and aged 83 years, was attending to his cat- will be dedicatedMagalloway
on the following day,
J. E. Fuller has left work on the rail- dent, Mrs. C. A. Stephens, June 15, )xford Democrat.
plenty of shade and spring water. He tle when one of his cow*, irritated by
Rev.
June
23d.
Raymond •oad and will make a change of business. passed off very pleasantly. There were
Capt. Gustavus C. Pratt enlisted and
has engaged "John" and "G. T." of rlies, or otherwise, thrust her head Thursday,
Dalkins of-Portland will be the speaker.
vaa mustered into the 17th Maine RegiJ. J. Fuller has returned from Vinal· lix clubs well represented.
Bucktield to be present and will be glad tround violently and hit her horn in the
Visitors will be entertained.
j
Misa Leah Wetherbee of Norway has nent, Co. C., July 19th, 1862; transferred
îaven.
to welcome as many as can get there, right corner of his mouth, tearing his
ο Co. B, commissioned 2d Lieutenant,
>een visiting at C. W. Partridge's this
School closed last week with a
"L. D." of Greenwood especially in- jnder lip down. His granddaughter,
Grafton.
iov. 10th, 1803; promoted to 1st Lieu, linner and recitations from the children,
reek.
Miss Elsie Osgood, came to his assistcluded.
filled
with
There was a slight frost noticed in this rhe school house was well
Some workmen on
ance, but fainted.
Evelyn Partridge was at home from enant, transferred to Co. D and comoissioned Capt. April 21st, 1804.
He
1er work in Portland for a two days'
Card of Thanks.
he road saw them and called assistance, ricinity early on Friday morning.
I «rente and friends.
ras a brave
soldier, devoted to his
Our teacher, Miss Lucie Morse, was
Stephen Hercey is working for John 1 risit recently.
We wish to express our sincere thanks :he physician taking nine trtitches in the
His land
V. L. Partridge is at work for Mr.
ountry and will be sincerely mourned
sailed to Bethel Wednesday to attend the 1 Iarper through
planting.
to all who have so kindly assisted us round.
t ianborn over at Round Pond.
y all who knew him.
J. Everett Stuart is laying a cement I uneral of her aunt, Mrs. Silas F. Peaslee. \ «revents his planting by being wet.
during our recent trouble and bereavewhere the grass
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Buck attended
1 ind rough stone wall for a foundation
Strawberries are
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Whitman of
ment.
1 or the Hiram Creamery, «0x^8.
( graduation at Bridgton Wednesday.
forway came here last Saturday ou a i ι short and not too thiok.
Mb. and Mrs. G. E. Wine.
Samuel L. demons is remodeling the risit to his mother and sister, returning
Cold nights, but no frost so far.
i Hattie French of Auburn is visiting
Mb. and Mrs. A. D. Wise.
Q. A. R. Hall, Jane Uth, 1904.
ι elatives in Norway.
luck house recently bought by him.
Wood Is in good demand still.
I tome on the following Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Hardinu.

HXT.''

SUIT BARGAINS.

Hebron Commencement.

values in wool suits also the cotton shiit
and the prices will fit your pocket book,
raist suite. The suits will fit you
down.
iuits and separate coats marked
cheviot in black, blue and brown,
ONE LOT suits of good wool
with tafleta bands, full flare .«,knt
iton jacket, satin lined, double capes,
$7.50
yith tafleta bands,
Esq.,
Congrerasa faithful member
of Portland. Both gentlemen
for
Eton
iarshall
]
satin
its
treasurer
cheviot,
and
jacket,
heavy
j [ational church,
and have
ONE LOT suits of all wool pebble
He also served the town ; ire graduates of the school
ι η any years.
with
silk
trimmed
cuffs
and
electfront
braid,
collar
board
The
< leraonstrated ability.
j ined. Capes on shoulders,
j λ treasurer for a long time.
the ensuing year:
$15 co
Carrie £. Chapman went to Portland* < »d as officers for
witli silk braid, very neat,
represented at the Andover conference
I nil flare skirt trimmed
Portland.
President—IVicival Bor.ney,
at a piano recital of
t>y the pastor, Rev. C. N. Gleaeon, Dea. i iaturday toofplay
f>. Blebee, Bamfonl
VIcePreeldant-George
is semi-fitted, with l*!i,
Mrs. A. M. Abbott at the
»nd Mrs.,J. U. Purington and daughters, I he pupils
ptt| )tf
ONE LOT Misses' suits nf cheviot. Jacket
ι ooni8 of Professor True.
Treasurer—Edwin n. Teague, Hebron.
Mrs. Angela Clark and Miss Clark.
e skirt, fcizes 12-14
fla
$4.98
Hebron.
Richardson,
satin
lined,
M.
plain
j >rass buttons,
The summer resideuts are beginning Secretary—Albert
Mr. H. Sidney Jodrey and wife have
Fricoats.
in
Tuesday afternoon Hebron's fine base
moved to Anson to make their home in I ο get back here, Mr. Volk coming
values
separate
We also have some good
( lay, but bis family have been here some ] >all teami that has won the champion·
the future.
of Maine for preparatory schools
medium blue and white, and green
The Oxford County Universalist con· reeks.
ibip
ONE LOT shirt waist suits of
W. O. Brown is repairing the house ;his year, defeated Westbiook Seminary
mention met with the church in Bethel,
and back, tucked piped, skirt has
front
Lewis
tucked
to
the
McDaniels
waist
to
2.
Bennett
18
of
jy a score
ind white mixture,
Wednesday and Thursday. An interest- ι iold by
afit
make
will
who
a
of
very pleasant
Michigan
Tuesday evening,
$'·75
ing and helpful programme was pre- I amily
bands of the goods
I heir summer home.
fair was the reception by the senior bur
sented.
of
South
Sturteat
Eastman
F.
friends
and
the
alumni
black
Mrs. George
jlaes to
white with
Mr. Daniel Hastings and Mr. Wm.
polka dots, waist
ONE LOT shirt waist Miits.
Dr. C. P. irant Home. During the exercises the
Straw have returned from their western Parie has been at her father's,
$ 98
of
beautiful
few
a
for
skirt
days.
jnnual class gift, consisting
ucked, plain
trip, extending through the Grand Subbard's, of the death
at Bridgton of »nd costly mantel decorations for the
We learn
and
Canyon of Colorado, California, Oregon,
$2.98.
Miss Home, was presented by M. Chester
Others at $1 .as, $1.98, $>.50
returning by way of Montana, where Mrs. Geo. K. Hamblen, formerly
ac-

Mrs. Η. K. Tuell attended the Oxford (hey gave attention to their ranches,
Universalist Association at Bethel last where thoy previously epent several

week.
Mrs.

Lovell.
Died, in Lovell, the 16tk Inst., Mr.
j ohn M. Farrington, aged 60 yearn. Id
t be sorrow caused by the deaths of the
ι ast year In this town none touches the
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So.
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of e».»
evenings 14»,r>neet.

"Saturday

\ It. Hall.
meet*il»
Kl. «.all Relief Corp*
of each month, lr
-atur-iay evening·
j·

,,'

May 1 to Oct. 1,
Saturday, «luring tin
Saturday,In

-s (.range, from

m4 ttilr l

„r til. war.

meet» every

ot
Seconil an.I fourth Monday»
So. 181,
t* —stonv Hrook Lodge,
au·I fourth Wednesday evening»

"ÎÎamllnLo.lge.So

31. meet» ever%
I·
-.vuliig at l'ythlan Hall.
l arlw„. !men of America—South
meet* MCOS'I aud fourth Tuik
ι,ι'< ...M. u Lro" Hall.
Vk I'.-l,
l'arri» «
tt-ui
A»·
ttiir·! Monday evenlnn- at

m

Livermore in his automobile last week,
visit Mrs. Plumnier's sister, Mrs.
Adkins.
to

Mrs. Charles Sturtevant of Waterville
anil Miss Mae Lyman of East Livermore
ire visiting the family of Geo. M. (Îile*
and other relatives.
Y. P. C.

U., Universalis»

Conscience: What Toleration is and is
Not." Romans 14. Leader, Miss Isabel
Morton.

saries,

Λ· l· a

t

.....

North Tnnw.

been
I,n.a Steams of lietlipl ban
at Frank A. Taylor's,

M

;t

I.. I.. Phelps
ut Mrs. Alice P.

of Portland is

a

Thayer's.

is
u ln-fler .·!' WaketieW. Mass..
his brother, P. Κ Wheeler.
ν
m l.uot was visite»! last week
;
lier hri-tîier, Adelbert Y. Locke.
id Mis. Harry M. Gerry of New
. ,.un.. are with relatives here.

Mr. and Mrs. X. W. Ordway of Haverhill, Mass., have been visiting with K.
\\ Anderson and family the past two
weeks. They have gone to Bethel for
the summer.

Advertised letters in South Paris post
office Juno 2·»:
Il enr ν Walklua.
M re. Nell .Ionian
Mrs. C»et> Mar in.
Mr. I'tuut. D. ( ubIhuhii
Mis. J. A. Black

«There will be a progressive nutting
party after the regular meeting of Mt.
Pleasant Rebekah Lodge next Fridayevening. The party was such a success
when given last winter it was thought
f
advisable to repeat it. Let us have a
has
of
Auburn
Merrill
Miss Uertba
good attendance.
f«»r a few
.. ,.
^ut*st of relatives here
l'he representatives of South Paris ami
■ta>
Paris Hill at the I'niversalist Association
!.. Buck expects to be in his meetings at Bethel last week were, Mr.
about and Mrs. O. A.
,i the last t>f this week,
Thayer. Mrs. Jackson.
Winifred
Miss
Miss Mar ν Hubbard,
the
from Willis ami" Miss Persis Andrews of Paris
M..ss Kunice Fubes is at home
Hill, ami Kev. aud Mrs. J. 11. Little,
nu'in Cornish for the summer
Mrs. J. S. Burbauk, Mrs. Helen M.
vacation.
Child ami Woodbury Cummiugs of
i,
Aiulrewsau«t Miss Albertha South Paris.
\[
relatives in
.t-ws are <>u a visit to
\.
One of the improvements that is soon
S-.ttli Vnstm.
to be put iu is a street crossing from the
F.
Mis <;»»>rge F. Eastman an<l Mrs.
post offce to the end of Pine Street.
Kimball have been spending a few Since the building of Pythian Block, on
}
the corner, and the I'niversalist church
days at I.ovell.
and high school building on Pine Street,
Farrar ami wife returned last
\V j
of foot travel across the
of several days to the amount
in a tri
λ.
ti
Square at this point has several times
and Weld.
multiplied, and the necessity for a crossMrs
ι.cr^e Cobb and Miss Mildred ing there has become apparent.
11.
at
·:' !' rtlan.l have been guests
Scande Rupibus Confragosis.
He' her"s f<>r a few days.
M.vs
,·>·
u_

>1

the
Mrs. Wirt Stanley last week. «ίΚΛΟΙΆΠΝΟ
wii

to

attend the

was

graduation.

purposes. Chester W. Kingslej
the Kingeley scholarship oi
$500. David Anderson and his wife,
Nancy, have given $10,000. In the latei
eighties nearly $50,000 was raised, the
largest contributor being Mr. B. P.
Sturtevant of Boston, and some of the
my good classmate here and
,nexA 'arKe8t
leading New York merchant since, Seth
M. Milliken, and again Chester W.
I Kingsley; while among other donori
were Elisha S. Converse, Jas. W. ConI verse, John If. Roberts and Alvin RecI °rd· At that time, Edward S. Dunham,
α citizen of Hingham and a descendant
lof Deacon William Barrows, gave to the
I academy the valuable land lying ou the
slope to the south of It. Josiah W.
Cook bequeathed it in the early nineties over $40,000.
I To Benjamin F. Sturtevant and his
I wife, Phœbe R. Sturtevant—par nobile
sociorum—who have made the largest
I donations to the academy, who erected
I these magnificent buildings which now
adorn its grounds, and who have left the
great fund with which Mrs. Sturtevant's
associated' anil
name will always be
I which has made Hebron Academy the
foremost institution of its class in the
State of Maine, what fitting tribute can
be paid? No word is so eloquent as the
monuments which they themselves have
erected on these grounds and still more
impressively in the heart of every
I alumnus and student of the academy. I
! love to think of them as one in the spirit
not only of man and wife but in the
spirit of their generous benefactions.
That united life was typically American,
in thorough keeping with the genius of
the American system of freedom, opportunity and achievement. It is the familiar story of the thrifty home, the
humble start, the industry, economy
and honesty of succeeding years, the acquirement of large fortune, and then the
high-minded and disinterested recognition of it as a trust to be applied and adaud
ministered for their fellowmen

general

graduation days.

I

•

CLASS IN

KXKKCISKS OF THE SKNIOR
I'AKIS Η Kill SCHOOL.

U
K. Brooks. l>. 1>·. and Mrs.
I
As is invariably the case with every
I.r >ks attended the Oxford Conference
^relational churches at Andover recurring June, the Baptist church was
last week.
packed to the doors Thursday evening
with relatives, friends and interested
! ··,■ Hebron Academy graduation and
citizens to hear and see the graduating
* 'i-rittial
exercises drew many people
of the class of l!H4 in Paris
Wednesday ami exercises
this place on
aud nearly all remained to
School,
High
!'l· irsday.
the cud of an interesting and entertain\ -! |.ment of over two tons of butter ing programme, which gave good testiCounty mony to the excellence of the work bemade from the Oxfortl
to yo into
» t.·
ing done in the school.
iniery Saturday morning,
The decorations of the church were
■■Id storat;e.
somewhat out of the usual order.
I l· Andrews aud family have been in
Streamers of the class colors, garnet and
veil for a day or two. Master Ralph
white, were draped from the centre of
lias there».and expects to stay for
At the
the ceiling about the room.
ν*
tti. >iit he or so.
back >>f the platform was an architectural
a
of
A. J.
work
Kosa Willartl of Keen's Mills,
design, which was the
Two columns at the sides supite of the high school in the class Record.
nCr»
was livre iui
ported an entablature, which bore at its
euds two figures, representing Labor and
^uduating exercises.
Knowledge. On a banner stretched be'■<· r^e H.
Salisbury, who formerly tween them was the class ruotto, "Scande
a
uow
is
taking
and
it South Paris,
rupibus confragosis," and on the frieze
se in the Baltimore Dental i'ollege.
r.ngiisu translation,
below was tlie
xliort visit to friends here Ixst
-· «·
Climb though the rocks be rugged."
week.
The space between the columns was
A. Taylor is making some filled with checkered work in garnet
•■rank
Street.
an<l white, over which evergreen was
toiles in hi.s residence on High
and
<·:
draped. A few plants arranged about
irging one of the front rooms
«rowing the other into the hall. He the platform added to the etïeet.
The Young People's Orchest ra furnishi> also made other chaudes.
ed music, and received much applause.
Miss («race I. Wheeler, a graduate of
Promptly at S o'clock the fourteen
I ins High School, now a member of
members of the class marched in through
class of II·".*· in Tufts College, visited the uorth aisle. Hay Chapman acting as
re! fives here l;»st week, while ondier
and took their seats in front.
home in Milan, marshal,
way from college to her
Seats at one side of the platform were
V II.
occupied by Superintendent Alton C.
Alfred A. Starbird and his -is- Wheeler, Principal H. (.». Clement, and
>1
let
.Miss Abbie Starbird, who keeps the two assistants. Miss Susie L. Hounds
arrived and Miss Florence M. Je wet t.
Prayer
•se for him at Fort Monroe,
visit to the family of was offered by Rev. J. II. Little, and the
re Saturday on a
(.'apt. following programme was carried out:
r
father, \V. s. Starbird.
of
leave
>t;h bird has two months'

»

*

·

*

tho

the best blood of Massachusetts
—pure English stock, little changed even
to this day, the best families of Pilgrim
and Puritan tlescent—which after the
Revolutionary War made its way to Oxford county. They had little of this
world's goods and brought littl« except
their splendid inheritance of worth and
character, their brave hearts and honest,
hard-working hands. We talk nowadays
of poverty: we pity our cities full of
poor; we create and foster there our associated charities; and yet we have in
them few families so scant in their
means and comparatively so comfortless
in their homes—thanks to the inventions,
improvements and distributions of modern times—as were the pioueers of Oxford County a little more than a hundred
years ago. With what profound emotion
we recognize the resolute and fruitful
purpose and force which thoy put into
their farms and toil. It was worth and
high-mindedness, driving the oxen afield,
cutting the wood, tending the saw mill,
active in the training field and the election, doing neighborly turns and kindnesses, bartering the wosted mitten over
the counter, and making the wholesome
texture of a pastoral, provincial life the
world has ever seen—the ideal combination of industry, equality, freedom, intelligence and high character. Through
all the toil, privation and hardship there
ran an iutinite cheer ami humor, and
also the courage, the Pilgrim earnestness, the religious faith, the love of
I f*4ni i 1 \ anfl country, ttia tiope auti sacrifice for children, the inborn instinct of
and
the freeholder which redeemed
•ilorilied all else, and which to-day cornI nud our respect and pride as the qualiI ties of uo other ancestry could.
early struggles;

ms

jiumiiu^

um

im

«

uc-

υ
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Mus. G'. M. Ikisii.
bron academy penniless and un foot; his
At the close of the service business
paying his way by teaching byatday and
uight, was iu order. The following officers
conducting a singing school
and his here acquiring a legal education were elected for tire coming year:
PrcM<lent—Sarah II. Harrctt.
which enabled him to enter upon a
Vlce-PrcoMcnt— Mre. <'. W. Irish.
of
career full of promise and I may add
Iter. Sec.— Μγη. «ara .Morrill.
I recall my
success in his profession.
Cor. Sec.—M re. Josephine Cole.
Treae.—Mrs. Belle Nulty.
revered father's verses descriptive of his
own poverty-stricken term at Hebron In
After which we adjourned to meet
1817.
the first Friday in September.

·····#

founded
Such were the men who
Hebron Academy. Among theiu stands I
out conspicuously the figure of William
I Harrows, deacon of the church and the
I leading founder of this institution, good
I old hero, benefactor and patriot.
I Its charter of incorporation was grant- :
ed early in 1S04 and signed by Caleb
I Strong, governor of Massachus'etts, of I
"How I was poor and laine and lean,
Wore homespun clothes of bottlegrecu, \
which Maine was then a part. Among
A package containing the purchases of
My grandslre's wedding coat resigned,
its incorporators were Ezekiel Whitman,
Rome one's shopping trip was picked up
Inside out and patchcd behind,
Turned
I afterwards (,hief Justice of the Supreme
in the road near the Park Street bridge
My brother Tom'· old vest of blue,
Five summers after It wan new,
Court of Maine: ''Cyrus Hamlin, father
been left at
a few days since, and has
to
recite
travelled
I
how
And
I of hiijah L. and Hannibal, whose dethe Democrat office.
Two miles at morning, two at night,
is
scendants still honor a uauie which
Because I could not then afford
To pay the price of nearer board,
one of the foremost in the annals of our
Prompt treatment of a slight attack
Or
first
people nearer did not choose
pastor
I state; and John Tripp, the
of Diarrhoea will often prevent a serious
To take their pay In making shoes."
Barrows'
was
who
Deacon
I of this church,
M unie
sickness. The best Remedy is Du. Skth
absence.
Prayer.
I right-hand man, adding to the deacon's
There is not an alumnus here who is Arnold's Balsam. Your apothecary,
Music.
of
love
and
the
culture
find
I
force
and
classmates.
his
vigor
not sitting with
h '.v h. Strickland, who graduated
alutatory—Resubmission.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, West
Wallace Λ Ituii Clifford. I classical learning and high conscientious the names of mine all written in the
I 'm
the I'niversity of Maine on the
Paris, warrants it to give satisfaction.
• hllilren tn Literature.
his
in
and
which
that
ministry.
at
time,
standards
distinguish
in
I
I
was
His course
is at home.
diary which kept
Murtcarvt Bancroft Jones.
someminds
in
their
men
had
I
list
these
of
the
hat
1
end
I
the
sagely
Bird.
at
has
a
James
which
good Improvement of Schools
Hoy
tri- al engineering, and he
Electric Co. Music.
thing more than the mere lesson of the wrote that "I thought I would write the
i 'Mtion with the (ieneral
a* a Summer Resort,
the foundation names of the scholars down so that
in
is
Maine
evident
book
school
I
will
he
where
go
m -Schenectady, \. V.,
Benjamin Herbert "trout.
for the government when I hear of some of them becoming
I.ura Gertrude Chaise. I rules they laid down
s*·me time next month.
True Sobllltv
of the academy, making it the duty of great persons in the world, I can think
Ht» torv ot Mount M lea.
OR
FOl'R
TIIRBK
Lucelia
Albee
Miss
Cuuimlngs.
and
...Newton
Miv* Susie L. Porter
the preceptor to "instill into the minds that I went to school at Hebron Acad- RRKATIIK II YO.MKI
Harold Chester Fletcher
OK
r.
CURED
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constitutional disease, and In order to core It
Π F Andrews returned from the west you must take Internal remedies. Hall's Cawith twenty or more horses Thursday tarrh Cure Is taken Internally and acts directly
on the blood and muo us surfaces. Hall'· Catarrh Cure Is not a qusck medicine. It waa pre'"«PP»"' scribed by one of the best physicians In this
Giiligan made
country for years, and 1· a regular prescription.
It Is composed of the best tonics known, combined with the best blood purifiers, acting direete
ly on the mucous surface·. The perfect combination of the two Ingredients Is what produces I
such wonderful résulta In curing Catarrh. 8end
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In South Paris, June 10, to the wife of Cyrus
P. Campbell, a son.
In Parla, June 19, to the wife of Rorcoe Ben

nett, a eon.
In Bethel, June 12, to the wife of Silas F. Peas
Ice, a son (Waldo DouglaH).
In Ruraford Falls, June 1), to the wife of
Joseph Fornl. a son.
In Rumford Falls, June 11, to the wife of Her-

president of

w

i,,.. But r. BraiiberJ.
Hcv. c. Ε. Αηκϋΐΐ.
Mre: A«c« R· Wood...»-

K%ortTfDSecntarV;V"
Huelncte.

[
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For
five-year-old

the first souvenir dishes made for Paris. I have
and colors and considering the large
500 of them in the latest shapes
is low.
expense of lettering the prie*, 15 cents,
These

banded.

gold

are

Variety Store,

South Paris.

-

STATEflENT OF THE CONDITION OP THE

1

27,

MAT

1

RUMFORD

Company,

Rumford Falls Trust

FALLS,

10O4.

RESOURCES.

In Newry, June 11, by Rev. A. D. Colson, Mr.
LIABILITIES.
Merton Kllgore of Newry and Miss Clara MelI.
R.
stock,
of
Manvllle,
Capital
lody
,,
In Rumford Falls, June 12, by R*v. Stanford
Surplus,
Mitchell, Mr. Hugh Lawless and Miss Mary1
Undivided proflts
Falls.
of
Rumford
both
Landry,
In Norway. June 15, by Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Mr. Saving deposits
Elmer E. Butler of Springfield and Miss Addle Demand
deposits
Llbbv of Norway.
of deposits,
In Fryeburg. by Rev. Ε. T. Pitts, Mr. Franel- Certificate
ol
Harnden
Swan of Boston anil Mine Myrtle
Due to other banks,

andthe>r^esas

Solo,

pretty

all sorts of
Souvenir South Paris Maire" in artistic lettering upon
little dishes made from the new popular cream white opal ware,

WALDO PETTENQILL. Vie* President.
Martinson, a daughter.
OEORQE D. BISBEE, President.
In Andover, June 8, to the wife of Clarence 1
LEWIS M. IRISH, Aast. Treaeurer.
ELI5HA PRATT, Treasurer.
a
eon.
Newton,
J. Chisholm, Charles D. Brown,
TRU5TEE5--George D. Blsbee, Waldo Pcttenglll. Hugh
John Houghton, Jame.i S. .Morse, F. M. Îlmpioa.
Married.
ORGANIZED FEBRUARY I, 1*93.

«»ie

freehments was a social time w hena
turned to the village
they went by steamer anil carriage».

14

man

°DWedne^wat
of the

Souvenir South Paris Maine
Chase's

»«™

_

$214,116 84
154,20110
163,900 03
332,875 40

Demand loans
Time loans,
Loan* on mortgagee of real estate,..
Bonds an·! stocks
Ileal ertate,
Safe an·! furniture,
Exptnse account
Due from other )>anks
(Jatdi on deposit,
(Jaeli on hand,

$100.00000
75,000 00
25,973 02
551,350 75
305.510 04
l7.!tl9CO
41274

Fryeburg.

15.000 00

Ι,ΟυΟΟΟ
2,853 50
-228 M

49,876 64
22,143 16
«976,196 V>

«976,195 55

F. E. TinBERLAKE, Bank Examiner.

Died.
>{rg ^Kre,! 8. Kimball.
faper.----·-···
MÏântûiie of tl>e Northwect,
I'aper— ImllHii Μΐββίοηβ
Mn·. Jcnnen*.
In West Parle, June 18, Arthur L. Mann, age 1
.Mrs. Blal Ï"· Bral'iury. about 28 years.
Solo,
Crockett
the
κ
Wot
of
"y
llcsnme
In South Paris, June 16, infant dau.liter ul
Hl.lje
Mr(1 Morse
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald K. Wing, aged 7 weeks
In Bethel, June 15, Μγη. Κ Ile», wife of Silas F.
IVaslee, aged :<4 years.
In Woodstock, June 12, Mrs. Al>e! Bacon,
S. J. Record lias moved from his< *- aged 75 yearn.
In Norway, June 7, Ucralil Osgood, only hou
f«,rd farm t<. his residence on Winter of O. F. and Addle I). Hill, aged 5 year», ft
month», 1 dav.
Ill West Buektleld, Juue A, Augustus May he#,
and «0 veare.
In Bucktleld, June 12, Sadie Wood, nged 1!·
—

IhltilÎauS^omV"""»" 'parents' mi

years.
In Lovell, June
«9 year#
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Farmington Tuesday.

H. N. PORTER,

for

South Paris.

pigs

cent

per

fer sale at

Creamery.

gillan. Soutfi Paris,

One
Me.

White Sale !
Corset Covers, 12$c., $0.25, $0.5<>.

Drawers, 25c., 50c., 75c., $1.00.
Marguerites, «5c., 75c., §1.00, $1.50.

15c., 25c., 50c., 75c.
and ankle length, 25c.

Remember money of

one

day's

pretty, and every

one a

sale each month

re fini

L. M. LUNT,
Market Square, South
Telephone Connection
CASTORIA

Pari·

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars addrew,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
BBRIilJNT AND ΟΟΗΗΛΜ,

F Thi Kind You Han Always Bought
CASTOR IA

for Infants and Children.

Buv it

now

two

and have the benefit of it

Trouver* with cud's

bottom».

on

wor-

Good to

$1.50, $3.

dressy, $2

cents
SUMMER COTTON and BLACK ALPACA COATS, 50
and
BLOUSES,
50c.
SUITS
25c.,
WASH
$2.75. CHILDREN'S

warm

weather clothing

come to us.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS.
to

season

buy

complete ; quite
have

ever

made.

qualities

than

ever

we

Dark colors

are

provided

for

have

well

as

dark.

is

now.

the

most

The lines

are

full

noteworthy offering

We show this

season

finer

before.

preference this season, but we
all tastes by showing light effects
in

Fancy

conventional colorings

or

Most of the shirt· are
your taste may dictate.
colored all over, but some have white bodies with
bosoms. Some are with collars like shirt.
as

fancy

Two

qualities,

FOSTER,

B.

H.

50c. and $1.

NORWAY,

quantity desired.

LOAD

valid

a

days. Our
wearing one.

PRICES $5., $7.50, $10.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
CAR

furirsh

to

excuse for not

for the next four months.
steds and homespun effects.

For Infants and Children.

In any

hot summer

Made of thinnest, coolest, wool crashes,

as

very neat and

I

STORE8.

now to wear one.

anil

51.00,
Long White Underskirts, Hamburg, Fine Lace and Coarse Lace, 50c.,
$2.50.
$2.00,
51.25, $1.50,
Night Robes, 50c., 59c., 05c., &5c., $1.00, $1.25, $1.50.

Superior material and workmanship,
bargain at prices named.

designed

The

Short White Underskirts, 50c.

Gauze I'ants knco

are

For

Ladies' Furnishing House!

Gauze Vests, 10c.,

suits

It is time

to

Buttermilk

cows.

ι
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piece of clothing on

wear with any coat and

South Paris.

COW» FOR SALE.

useless

vest is a

Nobby Outing

10. & G. t

Mrs. Helen Coffin Beedy, a prominent
WCTU. worker, died at her home in

;

CO.

SUCKTLKFF A,

A.

If you want solid comfort
try a two piece suit.

IN ALL GRADES FROM

$1.25 to $3.00.

V.

CO.

TWO PIECE SUITS.

large] piece

Patent Colt, Tan Calf|
and Kid.

dt

MIKWTLEFF

BLUE

L

opposition.

milch

A.

1904.

We arc showing a
line of up-to-date

A^

new

A.SHURTLEFF& CO. jj
2 Stores, { ^™s· J Maine.
j
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PHARMACIES OF

AT THE

Pharmacist.

Hill, the

<trpflt

ed without

Paris Green,

Ladies' Oxfords.

from $75 to $250 each.
The Republican caucus was held .it
the Opera House Saturday afternoon foi
the purpose of nominating a representthe legislature. Hon. John A.
Roberts was elected Ghamnan aml
Edward b. Witt was
Stearns clerk
nlaced in nomination by A. J. Steams,
K«i
and Hon. C. F. Whitman seconded
the nomination. Mr. Witt was nominat-

Good
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Paris, Maine,
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first

Bug Death,

Mount
the property hereby gives notice to
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this effect : All persons entering the
i»s«e Grove
property do so at their own risk.
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to save the

Now is the time

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

Opera House

ίη'hv
way Lodge
by Norway

noon
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BROOKS—The

«Jd

w°are i ^charge of the work.

MAINE.

KILL THE BUGS

of the nicer sort are drawn
There's
.from our fountain.
not a shadow of disappointment in any of them, but our
Ice Cream Soda seems to be
The
the general favorite.
Soda "habit" is all right, if
You're
you get the best Soda.
safe enough in indulging here,
as Our Syrups are Pure Fruit
Juices, true to Nature's flavor
and color. Drawn and served
in fine condition.
Try the

lier bona, en

painted

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
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"
F. A. SBrilTLEFP A CO.
I F. A. 8III7RTLEKF <fc CO.

BEVERAGES

firm will open

lïêrniêe, are visiting relatives in Conway,

^

our store.

get fitted at

SOUTH PARIS,

««ding

nU*1

any lady can

styles so

many

cor-

We have

sets of the world.

1

Or exchange for a good, low down, good
walking mare that will weigh 1000 to
1100 pounds. No white horses wanted.
My mare is a good worker and weighs
ahoiit 1200 pounds.
C. C. DEARBORN,
West Parie, Me.

l'a»ket
day
in the aftei
per. Literary programme
The several pastors will Ρ
noon.
mode, etc.
a„d there will be
The club proposes to make tins an

leading high-class

The

Team Horse for Sale

U-W-^f.i

^ lipid

Jan. 22.

1·ί, John M. Farrlngton, age

CORSETS.

GLOBE

«Λ*-

principal

ΛII former teachers, however, fall far
short in length of service of the present
preceptor, who for nineteen years and
each year more efficiently and it. almost
seems more ardently than the year be
fore, has been at the head of this academy, William E. Sargent, lie, too, is a
part—magna pars—of its recent tre- crat's space forbids.
mondous expansion and growth. It is
the audience reIn the afternoon
hardly too much to say that he has made assembled and an historical address was
it a new institution; no longer the small
given by Judge Percival Bonney, followacademy but the college, larger in the ed by interesting speeches from Rev. A.
number of its students than the Maine K. P. Small, D. D., a former principal,
colleges in my school days, and ranking John Stuart Barrows of Boston, a greatwith them in its course of study aud the
grandson of the founder, President
accomplishments it gives its "students. While of Colby College and Hev. Eleanor
toThe graduate of Hebron Academy
B. Forbes of Gray, a graduate in 1878.
day in the line of classical, practical,
A pleasing incident of the afternoon
is
fundamental education,
scientific,
was the presentation by L. M. Small of
avenues
the
opening
equipped to enter
Portland, in behalf of the alumni, of a
of any profession or vocation in practical
very beautiful loving cup, suitably ento
the
older
an
alumnus,
As
loyal
life.
gaved with pictures of the old and new
old days, tenderly reverent to the old buildings and bearing the inscription:
and
the
memories
cheiishing
academy,
Présenté·! to
associations of half a century ago, I pay
Prof. WllllHm K. Santent,
to its
by the
my tribute of grateful respect
Alumni of Hebron Academy
present head, and to Miss Whitman, his
who Appreciate
accomplished assistant.
year» of love and eelfttacrifli'e which he
It is pleasant and perhajw it is not an
tift^ Riven to the up·
the
of
stretch
unwarranted
imagination
bulming of their
to think that at this delightful and tenAlma Mater.
been
have
who
of
all
der regathering
Prof. Sargent responded eloquently in
associated with this dear old academy an expression of his deep appreciation
there are present even more than those of the gift.
who to-day fill these seats and walk
To say that Hebron Academy's cententhese grounds. I am sure that this is a nial celebration was a success is to
welcome to them all. Aud what a strik- understate it—it was more.
ing and representative body it would be,
if we could see them all, face to face;
Buckfield W. C. T. U.
the boys and girls who were eager students here twenty-five, fifty and a hunBuckfibld, June 11, 1M4.
dred years ago, the earlier trustees, the
At the last meeting of the Buckfield
long line of faithful teachers. Among W. C. 'Γ. Ul, hold at the home of Mrs.
them would be Albion Keith Parris, later Carrie
Spaulding, the first hour was
of its
governor of the state and judge
devoted to a memorial in memory of our
its
United
and
court
supreme judicial
late president, Mrs. Benj. Spaulding.
States senator; Elijah L., and Hannibal After the tributes of respect were made,
the
of
vice
latter
the
president
Hamlin,
the following resolutions were read and
United States, a born leader of the peoaccepted :
sons of the academy;
both
loyal
ple,
RKSOIXTIONH OK UESPECT.
William Pitt Fessenden with his clearWhereas, It has pleased our Heavenly
cut face, secretary of the treasury and
our
United States senator, whose keenness Father to call to the eternal land
in debate was like the cut of a sharp- highly esteemed sister, Mrs. Benjamin
closely connected
edged scimitar, and the courage of Spaulding, who was so
and
whose convictions was equally strong with us as member and president;
Whereas. It has become our sad duty
and tinwayfiting, whether they "met the
to one
tribute of
popular favor or resisted it; Eugene to pay thiswe so much respectbe it
mourn;
Hale, his successor and still in senatorial whose loss
Resolved, That we, as members of the
service; and hosts of others noted in
U., tender our shpublic and private life. Some of them Buckfield W. C. T.
in their
have left the record of their experiences eerest sympathy to the family
here. In his oration fifty years ago, on bereavement.
we
also
who
That
express our
Resolved,
an occasion like this, Adam Wilson,
and helpit is not too much to say was one of the appreciation of her interest
fulness in the work of the W. C. T. U.
greatest preachers and strongest minds
she so cheerof his time, tells how "alone and on foot and Loyal Legion, to which
and over
he wended his way over hill and dale to fully gave her loving service,
will long continue.
these classic shades," and boarded at a which her influence
Resolved, that this recognition be
farmhouse at a distance which gave him
our records, and a copy be
daily exercise. George F. Emery lias spread on relatives.
told the story of his father Stephen's sent to tho

was

Catarrh Cannot be Cured

NORWAY.

address, Nahum Moore, Esq., of Rumford Falls,
who was a student at this academy
sixty-five years ago, paid a pleasing
tribute to the school and to one of it*
founders. Dca. William Barrows.
lion. Joliu P. Swasey, the eloquent
«eneral Hospital, l*w
Canton orator, followed in one of the Central Maine
,
(rW ment
very best and ablest of his many eloquent orations. Mr. Swasey's speech .
dav at Klectra Park, Wednesdeserves printing in full but the Demo-

Following

women.

then we of that day looked a half
century farther back to the beginning,
on which, never dreaming of the present
magnificent consummation, we felt we
had made a great advance.
But whatever the
expansion and
growth, whatever the building or the
ôutward casing, the spirit has always
been the same; the spirit of education,
of provision for the mental and moral
development of the youth of this surrounding community. And that spirit
finer manifestation or,
never had a
against every obstacle and lack of resource, wrought ont a finer result than
in the men who founded and set on its
way Hebron Academy a hundred years
ago.
It

wae

Colby,

I founded

even

N

I.ola Lane of West Paris

centenuials,

ner

Children's Day will he observed at the
Cougiegational church next Suuday. Λ
tteautiful service entitled "Through the
Gates" will be given in the evening by
as Solomon's Temple, and
the young people ami children, assisted inagniliceut
as sacred as a family altar.
Mr.
Carl
and
choir
the
Briggs,
regular
by
It was the day of small things, but
violinist.

t

..

others. —an

Some of the institutions have been those
of long standing, gifted with large endowments, high in the range of prestige
and honor. But none of them have
touched me so closely as this modest
academv, nestled among the Oxford
hills, characteristic of the best qualities
of our Maine rural life, now celebrating
the hundredth year since its foundation
by the fathers. As Webster said of his
Alma Mater in the famous Dartmouth
will case, with a pathos that brought
tears to his own eyes and the eyes of all
who heard him, "It is a small college
but there are those who love it." Perhaps in its present expansion and rapid
growth that adjective is no longer a correct one to be applied to Hebron Academy. but many of us who are here think
of it as it was lifty years ago, when the
only building was the modest brick recitation hall, surmounted by the bell
which so many years and to so many
classes rang its summons far out over
these hills and valleys, the removal of
which is a sad regret to me and many
others, to whose boyish eyes it was as

At the Children's Suuday service in
the I'niversalist church Sunday aftera visit
uimti, three little girls were baptized.
Heuiy Howe is making
The church was beautifully decorated
lU'lhtl.
with flowers, and Rev. Mr. Little's serM tud l.iint is visiting in Farmh was appropriate to the occasion.

V

BO'S.

This is Commencement month for
many institutions in New England, and
is consecrated to the education of the
young and enriched with all the glory of
the perfect J une days. 1 have had occasion in recent years to he at many
representative gatherings similar to this
which calls us together to-day—anniver-

ounçll.

κ·

ν

He^ular meeting of the Sisterhood this
week.
Kvery member requested to 1*
present. Important business.
J. F. l'luinmcr and wife made a trip tt

Au iron manhole cover is being placed
in the cement
pavement around the
drinking fountain in the Square, to give
the drainage well
to
iuto
a chance
get
underneath.

..

l„

attendance is desired.

I'teaeant Kebekah Lodge. So.
I
in·! fourth fcrl.laye of ea.

u..t

V
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Kuii;hts of Pythias will elect officer»
Friday evening, June 24th. A goo<]

church, June 26, "Regard for Another's

t/iir»t

1

and Mrs. Percy P. Allen an
spending their vacation in Bridgton.

at

DY

ment as to my ability ever to produce
such a marvel of literary achievement.
I have still the little wooden card case
filled with cards given me by my schoolmates here, on which they wrote their
names, as schoolmates now give photographs. It ie all very boyish but it is
all very sweet. Intertwined with it is
at once the boy's eager ambition in his
studies and his yearning back to the
affections of the home from which he
It was the delight of the opening
came.
of the way to treasures of literature and
scholarship; it was the first venture
from the parental nest into the outer
world, and I look back upon it as a bird
wbp has flown from its native wood may
look back to the first essay of its wings
upon the air, its earliest flight upward,
its first doep breathings of the ether.
When I think of the rural setting here,
of the simple, unostentatious and honest
lives of the people, tho absence of any
distinctions between rich and poor or
of extravagant styles of living or of
pleasure, and of the pure and gonuine
.democracy which has ever been characteristic of this school and of- the community about it, I feel there could
have been no better education of the
mind or the heart.
It would not be proper for me to
speak of my own experience if it were
not like the experience of you all.
Enough for me if I touch the chord
which is vibrating in all your breasts;
the electric wire that is flashing back
through the past years, opening all
their vistas, peopling them with the
dear old faces and scenes and hopes and
ambitions and aspirations of that youth
which, though yeaut- pass, though age
comes,
though the locks whiten, is
eternal in the spirit and lives forever in
the memory.
In that spirit and full of that memory
we gather here to-day, to bring back
our sheaves to the feet of our Alma
Mater, to utter our word of gratitude to
her founders and benefactors and stewards, to thank her for every standard
she set up for us and for tho wholesome
atmosphere in which she trained us,
and to write still deeper in our hearts
our loyalty to her inspirations.

made up of gifts from Gard
Eustace C. Fitz and others, o1
which Hebron's share was $25,000. In
JOHN D
Idependents of this, Hannibal Hamlir
histork
gave $ 1000 as a library fund and Mrs
Catherine L. Worthing gave $5000 foi

A century is a long time to look forward—not so long in looking backward.
Hebron Academy celebrated Its 100th
anniversary Thursday in a manner tc
mark a milestone in history. It was
one of the great events in the history
of a time honored institution.
Early in the day long lines of teams
centered at Hebron from every direction
and when Judge Percival Bonnev, president of the board of trustees, called the
assembly to order and introduced Hebron's most famous living alumnus,
Hon. John 1). Long, the largo audience room was crowded to its full capacity and many were pressing about the
doors unable to obtain admission. ExSecretary Long's address was one of
those able and scholarly productions,
clothed in the most pleasing diction,
While we refor which he is noted.
gret the lack of space to give it in full,
the^ollowing extracts may give some
idea of its quality.

Mr.
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and

EVENT.

Mrs. F. W. Tirrell has been spending
few days with relatives in town.

M.-l'arU Lodge, No. iH. Remda!
v
evening on or before full moon
Y Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
week-Auror#
.v evenlntr of each
and third Mom lay evening.

Y.o,.lav

v

a

ADDRESSES

I.OXO

entertain

Miss Heleu Barnes is entertaining a.«
quests lier cousins. Warren and Olivt
Barnes, of Portland.

«ouru rAKii» eoer of*hjr.
Hour»

in Oakland this week.

an

ΛΒΙ.Ε

Mrs. R. N. Hall is spending a week 01
more with friends in Waterville.

13, 1W4,
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LEAVE

rKAl.NS

meut

RAILWAT.

trihr

Commencing

Alfred Morse ^eads at

I Cobnrn,

Hebron Academy Centennial.

Tititinf

Beatrice Rawson h us returned hom<
for the summer vacation.

SOUTHPAfilS.
uRAND

Mise Eva Farrar of Auburn is
relatives in town.

We have

a

MAINE.

splendid

line of
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PRICES
LL STYLES,

ALL

All widths from Β

to

EE.

We

can

.

.

from $1.25

$3.50

to

surely

fit you.

We have

one

of the

Best Stocks in the State.
You

can

find what you

want

here.

We do

repairing.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

Ε. X. SWETT, Manager

Telophone

112-3.

MAINE.

and Salesman.

Resideuce 112-12.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

A Hard Struggle.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

It's

struggle to fight

—

Carpets

to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock

the battles of
life with the
heavy burdens

kidney ills.
The constantly
aching back
urinweariness—Distressing
The
to j
.ry disorder»—All yield quickly
of

—

Doan's

Chas. F.
Corner Main and Danforth

Kidney Pills,
for

Sts.9

MAINE,

NORWAY,
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experience
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Scientific Jimericaiu

S Co.36'e"-"-"New York
JflUNN
Brio" offl7*«Χ> V Λ, Wellington. D. C.

λ Modern Medicine
Every Kidney 111.

Vt..
Hut-tie#, ot Saxtoua River.
Lock»· λ Co., says: "My
'oiploytd by It. F.
lor year·, aud
tUlneys did Dot act properly
For two or thw
tat.
t gradually grew ou
much with a
ream they tiuuMtil un· Very
back aud la
lull, a<-hiug pain across uiy
for auy
Mr. T. H.

If 1 stood

iiy loins.

on

my feet

across ni?
ength of time. 1 felt the pain
numb.
>ack more aud my legs became

so bad tUat
A'hen the i>alu in uiy buck got
I put ou plasters,
1 could staud it no longer.
but they
of
them,
tnd 1 used a great many
relief. 1 also
,ulv afforded me temporary
«lid
but
they
kinds,
jsed medicines of all
I Ha»' Doan's Ki-lacy
lot reach the cause.
recommended,
well
so
['ills advertised, aud
them a trial, and
;hat I was Induced to give
store. Τ ey
[ got them at Andrew's drug
After the treatrelief.
immediate
me
tave
of uiy
ment 1 seldom felt auy symptoms
when 1 did 1 took a
former troubles, but
soon
It
aud
Pills
few of Doan's Kidney
so
rheumatic pains were not

My
lanand I did not have that tired,
energy in doing
guid feeling. I had more
s
Doan
to
credit
the
all
my work aud give
me a great deal
Kidney Pills. They did
recommendIn
uf good, aud I feel Justified
a good and reliable
ing them to others as
niedlciue."
sale by all drugfor
Pills
Kidney
Dou's
Foster-Mllburu Co*
fist»: 50 cents per box.
Ï.
Buffalo. Χ.
left

me.

severe,

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
tadlfeetlon.

NLnety-utae of iww
hundred people who have haut tmM
w—rta vhoa tt ««a aim pie feitlrao
lioa. It Is « scientific fact that all oaaaa «I
haut dtaaeae. aot organic, ara aat only
traceable to, bet are the direct result of ladifejtloa. Ail food taken into the atomanh
Ara du· to
km
*n

HEADQUARTERS FOR

vhloh fall· ef perfect digeatloa ferments and
rvelia the atomoch. puiftnf It up afaloat the
heart. Thla laterfarae with the aotfoa al
the heart and la the course of time thai
ialtcate bot vital orran become·" dtooeaed.
1
Mr. D. ITjahta,* Weak P.. asya:
heuhle aa4 wki had Miul W heart trowbte
Dyspeprta Care 1er «her
Mttlt

nmkJMai

Hli,

Ko4ol Hgeet» Whet Yoa Bat
tnd relieve· the stomach of all
strata and the heart of all pressure.
r.
$1.00 Size hoidtat 2M time· the Mi
which sella for 50c
ht a α De Witt a oo.,
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
toe.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
sent on

For Sale.
privilege and

dam
acres of land formerly occupied by the Knights
tivlls on the Concord River in Woodstock. For further particulars in-

The mill
together with four

quire

application.

Picture Frames

■

High

in

HuudredttofcbUdrvuiuiditdulttthaT·

§

Mouldings

Crayon, Water color,

use

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

A GOOD COOK INSISTS
ON GETTING

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

ΙΟΟΙΜΜίΜΙ

TRUE S
ELIXIR

CHANDLER,

1 will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS
SUe or Style at reasonable price*.

of any

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In wtnt of any kin J of Finish for Inttl'le or
fine Lum
Outside work, eeml In your orders
ber tuid Shluglea on h;iu l Cheap for Cash.

and Job Work.

Matched Mar l Woo«l K'.oor Board»

W.

fory

dale.

CHANDLER,
Maine.

W«-»t Sumner

1.12.—Addition·.

tive power.
To a droning sound and make fun.
To a large black cloth and make want
of color.
To gone.by and make a minister.

Builders' Finish I

K.

In preparing to go to St. Louie it must
be remembered that the weather is always very hot there even late in the fall,
fish.
so that clothing should be thin and light.
find
and
Behead part of a machine
Let us suppose that you are going to be
the hind portion of the foot.
prone ten days or two weeks ana that
Behead u bird and have a riot.
your journey each way will occupy from
24 to 48 hours. Many people think,
So. 145.—Picture Pmmale.
that in traveling they will save trouble
and expense by taking their clothes in
valises which they can carry. This i$
all right for a trip of a day or two, but
the clothing needed for as much as a
week in summer necessitates a valise so
large and heavy that a woman cannot
carry it without great effort and certainly
ehould not. It follows that porter's
fees to lift it on and off the trains, to
carry it into and out of hotele, make it
cost as much to move as a trunk and all
small
the inconvenience besides. A
steamer trunk holds nicely a comfortable
Wliut articles to be found at a hard- amount of clothing and a moderate sized
steamer trunk will do for two.
ware store are represented iu the picIf, in any case you wish to economize
ture?—New York Tribune.
space and weight in your luggage, you
can have a traveling suit, the jacket of
Xo. 140.—loncealcd Word·.
which will serve as a wrap with any
Find the names of trees, fruit and gown and thus avoid carrying another.
vegetables concealed in the following Or you can bave a silk jacket that will bo
suitable to use in traveling should you
sentences:
1. Scale the heights and tben dive need it and equally appropriate for all
occasions. The traveling dress should
into tbe depths.
be of material that does not crush or
2. In this chair I can propel myself
show soil. Nothing is better than voile,
easily.
brown, blue or tan. This with a jacket
He sure you reap eacb field with to match
(Eton of course), or a silk one
care.
should be worn with shirt waists. For
love.
as
4. We should hope as well
the train the most serviceable waist is
Γ>. The uew page's name is Benjamin dark China silk. It is as cool or cooler
than cotton, shows no soil, and may bo
Thomas Smith.
washed without injury. Blue, black or
t>. Questions should always be anbrown is equally pretty. Have a stock
swered carefully.
collar of the same with tie ends and wear
white turnovers with it. Or, if preferNo. 147.—Central Syncopation·.
red, linen collars are nice and are cooler
the
The syncopated letters will spell
than the silk because they don't cling so
surname of a noted American.
close to the neck. Another nice ma1. Syncopate the central letter from a terial for the traveling dress is pongee
is more
This
black mau and leave an emperor. 2. self-colored or blue.
in a
Syncopate the central letter from fore- dressy and would want to be made
3. shirt-waist suit, not a jacket. Or a
most and leave a clinched baud.
foulard silk shirt-waist suit would be
Syncopate the central letter from an excellent. Of collars a clean one is
animal and leave the most desirable.
neoded for every day, in hot weather,
4. Syncopate the central letter of to
perhaps twice a day, and if white shirt
3. waists are worn
wash lightly and leave to ascend.
(and they are the nicest)
Syncopate the central letter of a mo- a fresh one is needed every day. Suits
of linen, brown and blue, of chambray
tive power and leave barren land.
and of alpaca are all nice.
Besides the traveling suit take an extra
,\u. lis.—Diamond.
2. Implore. 3. United dress skirt or two, say a black one and
1. A letter.
has a
with needle and thread. 4. An Impor- oue of wash goods which perhaps
waist to match. Indeed, nothing could
tant American city. 5. A prop. G. Aube nicer than pretty cotton shirt-waist
7. A letter.
ger.
suits for wearing in tli% Exposition of a
morning. For a week you will find one
Ne. 1 I!).—Charade.
change of underclothes will be enough.
My rxr.sT. most useful through the year. It is best to have another pair of ehoes
Sheds Joy {«ι·ι| plenty far and near:
well broken in, for standing about the
To those In need 'tis more than gold.
fair is very tiring and nothing rests the
And yet 'tis oft»n cheaply sold
feet like changing the shoes. The travIt give» due strength to man and horse.
I1 For though 'tis small 'tis full of force.
eling hat can be made to do for the enIt should be of straw—brown,
tire trip.
My secon'd is a trusty guard
black or self-colored—the last is
Where thieves are kept In watch and blue,
the best for wear, and its trimming
ward.
should be something that will go with
And while ll holds the prisoner bound
It makes the good man safe and Bound;
anything.
"TIs high and low: 'tis thick and thin:
It would be possible to reduce this
It shuts things out and keeps them In.
list by having a voile suit with jacket,
one dark China silk waist and one or two
My wuolk'h a shire of hill and moor.
wash waists, using the one skirt all the
Of rocky cliff and sandy shore:
I "TIs rich in copper, lead and tin.
time. You can do this and keep very
And zinc and silver are therein:
dainty and tidy at the same time and all
broad
expanse
'TIs part of Kngland's
the things would then go in a suit case
And not so very far from France.
Do not forget to take
or small valise.
needles, pins, a thimble and black and
So. ISO.—Anagrnui.
a small bottle of
Also
white cotton.
A not«>d mau—Ο REVEL TO SHOOT spirits of camphor or a tlask of whiskey.
DEE It.
The change of water and food ie often
felt unpleasantly. A few'drops of cam\o. 151.—Ueneraphlcal Acroatlc.
phor will regulate such difficulty speedA town, seaport and fortress in the ily. An umbrella and a pair of rubbers
west of Asia. It has a tiue harbor for or sandals closes tho list of necessaries.—
Ex.
steamers and is a military post of great

Add two letters to a human beiny
and make a lauded estate.
Add the same two letters to a number and make a singer.
To a mouth and make the chief magistrate of a city.
To a pithy saying and make a mo-

orrn

Planing, Sawing

144—Decapitation·.

No.

since

Ε. W.

Mo.

1. It is iu daybreak, but not in light.
2. It is in darkness, but not iu night.
It is iu little, but not iu small.
4. It is iu dancing, bnt not in hall.

»

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

»

Kitrualre Edilce.
Farmer Hoptoad—That Philadolphy
uiust be right smart of a town.
Farmer Trefrog—Why so, Hiram?
Farmer Hoptoad—Why, 1 asked a
man from there what the opery house
was
over, au' !>e said 'twan't over
nothln'—occupies the hull bulldiu'.Puek.

getting

meu to

you can."
Key

One Horse; One New Milch Cow; Pigs
four weeks old; One Concord Wagon,
Two Secoud-hand
never been hurt;
Single Harnesses; Yankee Plow; One

vote for you as

to the

Fnazler.

A. J. PENLEY,
South Paris, Me.

t/wotjurjkurajidktter
in'ad/Aw amoihr/kur.

Special

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to offer that
beet of all agricultural papers

The New England Farmer

Free to Housewives.
Cut out this advertisement and mail
to as with name of your grocer and
we will send vou free of charge one of

GOLD MEDAL COOK
BOOKS, containing 1U0U carefully

our

If your dealer does
not handle Gold Medal Flour, please
mention it in your letter. Addresa

prepared recipes.

BROWN & JOSSELYN,

Portland, Maine.

Fit for the Show
Wilkes.

$2.2ô per year in advance. Subscriptions may begin now and will be sent
The only condition
until Jan. 1,1905.
Attaching to this proposition is that all

at

to the Farmer shall be
Address or call at the office of

THE WORD DEMOCRAT.

Ring.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any K. R. Station from Pownalto Bethel,
year.
Sire, Bayard the comiug
K. W. PEXLEY, West Paris.
M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
J.
action, size,
May 30, 1904.

StaHion.
For

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

new ones.

Guy Bayard.
Trotting

in connection with

subscriptions

Paper.

Mention thi*

Club Offer.

style,

color, conformation, beauty, GUY
BAYARD
no

equal

has

no

superior,

and

in the state of Maine.

Has Colts
To show that he is

a

sire' that pro-

duces «fBtlfMr·'»
and

Drivers

early maturity.

speed

of

C.

Guy Buck,

South Paris,

...

NOTICE.

Maine.

IF YOU NEED

CLA88E8

WE CAN DO THE BEST.

OUR SUCCESS is due to
We

our

Originated

METHODS
the

'RICHARDS METHOD Of EXAMINATION"

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

6 Pleasant

St.t

South Paris.

FARM FOB HALE.

Farm for sale In Fast Sumner. 175 acre· good
laml, wood lot contelclng 40U corde bud wood,
■orne oak. mah, hemlock and pine.
Cota from 30
u> 35 toua good hay, haa apple·, pears and
υ lum a.
Located one mile from acbool. two oaUea

Th*· p*rtlen that broke <lown and carried off'
■} aigu*. "No TnM|NUMlnir," on uiy land on
Parte Hill road, opposite lbe watering trough
can bave Ave nay* to return thein, ae I have the
from churches, «tore, poat ofloa and
name· of the partie that committed I hi· act. an·!
unie·· they arfTeturoetl I -hall put U Into the and on telephone Une. Address.
W. M. DOWNS,
aa
officer.
of
haoda
W. J. WUKBLKJL

railroad,

No. 139.—Triple Crossword Enigma:
Snowdrop, hyacinth, primrose.
No 140.—Flight of Stali-s:

λ

twelve ounces.
Oue quart of sifted Hour

weighs

one

(well heaped)

pound.

One pint of best brown sugar weighs
thirteen ounces.
Two teacups (well heaped) of coffee
and sugar weigh one pound.
Two teacups (level) of granulated
sugar

weigh one pound.

Two teacups of soft butter (well
ed) weigh one pound.
One and one-third

pints

of

pack-

powdored

sugar weigh one pound.
Two tablespoonfuls of powdered sugar
or dour weigh one ounce.
One tablespoonful (well rounded) of
soft butter weighs one ounce.
One pint (heaped) of granulated sugar

weighs fourteen.ounces.
Four teaspoonfuls are equal to one
tablespoonful.
Two and one-half teacups (level) of
the best brown sugar weigh one pound.
Two and three-fourths teacups (level)
of powdered sugar weigh one pound.
One tablespoonful (well heaped) of
granulated or best brown sugar equals

s u κ κ

w

One generous pint of liquid, or one
piut of finely chopped meat packed solidly, weighs one pound.—Health.

Some Uses for Vinegar.
Vinegar will keep the hands white
and smooth,-and prevent chapping when
cheap exposed to the cold air after washing in
hot or soapy water. Before drying the
hands rub over them a teaspoonful of

No. 13tt. Alphabetical Puzzle: Pink,
gray. blue.
No. 137.—Beheaded Words: l.#Blear,
3.
2. Trope, rope. ope.
Lear. ear.
Second-band (Quaker Kange, good order;
Stall, tall. nil.
One Second-hand Sitting Kuom Stove,
No. 138.—Amtgruin Story: Gun soarButter
One
Lever
Princess tuake;
ed. Us groaned. Sure. Go and.
Worker. Call on or address,

SCOTCH

OF

BITS

THE HEARTS

There

Kingdom

Astray.

COUNTIES

OF

OTHER

FOUND

few people in the United
who would believe that in our

own country things and places are so
mixed in many instances that residents
do not know in what town or parish, or
even what dietrict, they live!
Probably Scotland affords the best and
most curious instances of people living
in one county, who, so to. speak, are in

You

another.

might

vinegar,
great.

and

the

relief

will

be

very

The toughest beef or chicken can be
made tender and palatable by putting a
good spoonful of cider vinegar in the
pot in which it is boiling, or in the juice
with which it is basted if roasting in a

pan.
One-half piut of vinegar, one tablespoonful of salt, one teaspoonful of
cayenne pepper and one pint of boiling
water will cure night sweats. Mix, and
let cool; strain, and sponge the patient
at bedtime.

Folks

Little

COUNTIES.

are

THE M IF." DID IT

f\t) /kolrpai Story For

IN

"Walter, where'» the bill of fare?
S:'.me old dishes, I declare!
Itat it.il soup «id fresh mice stew.
new?"
Can't you bring me something

Sou
Severe Lifer

Complaintj

suppose that a

6000 EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE

fined.

The Drawbacks of Poverty.
If Mr. Carnegie means (in recounting

the

blessings

of

poverty)

that

ordinary

wealth is no help to happinees, we disagree with him. The poor, and especially the educated poor, have three

"whekb'h the bill of fark?"
scratched his head.
"Chicken's very good." he said.
"That's the very thing to fetch up!"
Cried the owl. "And lots of ketchup.

Then tlic waiter

"Bring it soon. I have a date
At the club at half past tight.
When I tpeak, 1 always feel
Better If I've

had

a

meal."

—Detroit

Journal.

The Dos: In I'arin.
The "cliien mouton" Is especially the
family dog with the fairly well ofi and
holds u very dear place lu the feminine
heart. Lucky Is his lot if his mistress
be wealthy, for he will be fed on the
best of everything; he will have his
wardrobe, Including coats for all occasions. even to that for automoblling;
he will woo sweet sleep on silk covered
cushions and in the end be burled de
in the cemetery for dogs. hie

any two of which are, we will
not say fatal to happinees, but highly
inimical to its enjoyment. They are insecure, they are nearly powerless to
provide for their children's future, and
they have insufficient freedom. However good in his trade a man may be he cently
is liable to be thrown out by illness, by memory being perpetuated by a monumisfortune—the failure, for instance, of ment over a bower covered grave.
an employer—or—and this cause, to the When this love of the dog Is underdisgrace of our age, is growing more stood, the importance of his appearfrequent every year—by the advance of ance and the necessity for the "tonand
age, which diminishes quickness
deur" are at once apparent. A lady has
suggests possible claims for pension. been seen to stop her carriage on the
To say of a man so placed that property
send the footman
will not make him happier is nonsense, "quai" above and
admitted nonsense, for if It is true all down with the dog to tho barber. And
our teaching about the virtue of thrift .while the lady waited and dreamed
and the utility of saving is but feeble above the footman waited and fidgeted
hypocrisy.
below, saying things that were not for
The second drawback ie positive mis- other ears. -Windsor Magazine.
know
who
of
thousands,
ery to scoree
that at their death their children, and
The Snake and (lie ICuirle.
especially their daughters, must descend
The American consul at Guayaquil,
the
suffer
or
of
life
scale
hourly
in the
tells a good story about the
repeated pains of penury. The efforts Ecuador,
this diliiculties lie has had to keep a monavoid
to
Continent
the
on
made
evil mould all the laws of society and all key on the consulate premises because
the habits of life, and even here, where of the depredations of the boa conit is less fought against, it poisons a strictors, and these agile little pets
multitude of homes. "No," did you must keep a constant lookout for them.
say? Then ask the clergy about them- If Jocko drops into a doze he is likely
selves and hear the tales they tell. There
to "wake up dead."
are hundreds of parsonages and manses
On the occcasion with which the'
in England—we quote this class because
was saved
it is blameless and the facts are known— story deals a monkey's life
where men cannot sleep for thinking of by the picture of the American eagle.
their children's future. Is "wealth," by The cousuIa te sign all over the world
which we mean surplus money, no Is a line reproduction of the king of
source of happiness to them?
birds in full color and with outspread
The third evil of poverty, striking all
wings. A new sign had just been rea
is
have
who
insufficient,
alike
great
ceived and was waiting ou a chair init
but
deal hidden everywhere by habit,
A big boa constrictor
is a most real one. Not to be able to side the room.
the yard
choose one's work, never to be able to chased the house monkey across
Jocko
never to have one's own and through the open window.
rest from

troubles,

it,

or

to

Cannot Explain.
When the number and violence of magnetic storms are recorded and compared,
it ie found that they correspond to the
s pots on the sun, and go through the
Tho conclusion
same period of 11 years.
almost
seems
inevitable; magnetic
storms are due to eome emanation sent
out by the sun, which arises from the
same cause that produces the spots.
This emanation does not go on incessantly, Dut only in an occasional way, as
storms follow each other on the earth.
What is it? Every attempt to detect it
has been in vain. Prof. Ilale at the
Yerkes observatory has had in operation
from time to time, for several years, his
which
ingenious spectroheliograph,
photographs the sun by a single ray of
the spectrum. This instrument shows
that violent actions are going on in the
sun, which ordinary observation would
But it has
never lead us to suspect.
failed to show with certainty the peculiar emanation at the time of a magnetic
storm or anything connected with such
a storm.
A mystery which seems yet more impenetrable is associated with the so-calletl new stars which blaze forth from
time to time. These offer to our sight
the most astounding phenomena ever
presented to the physical philosopher.
One hundred years ago such objects
offered no reason to suppose that the
Creator of the universe had ceased his
functions; and, continuing them, it was
perfectly natural that He should be making continual additions to the universe
of etars. But the idea that these objects
are really new creations, mad» out of
nothing, is contrary to all modern ideas
and not in accord with the observed
facts. Granting the possibility of a
really new star,—if such an object were
created, it would be destined to take its
place among the other stars as a permanent member of the universe. Instead
of this, such objects invariably fade
away, after a few months, and are
changed into something very like an

Things Science

Couldn't Eat without
Distress—
Quickly Cured

£

ν

THE TRUE "L F." MEDICINE ACTS GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURELY, ΑΠΟ LEAVES ONLY

there is left a bit of Nairnshire, which is
most perplexing to the visitor who does
not know how to head his letter in giving his address to southern friends.
Rosssbire, however, complicates matters still more, and makes his actual
whereabouts a veritable bete noire to
the weary traveler. For there are no
less than 10 separate portions of Cromartyshire "floating" about in different
parts of Ross, ana the boundaries of
these portions, some of them large and
some very small, are most loosely deThe visitor to the north of Lanarkshire had better make sure that he ie
truly in that shire before he writes down
his county address, for a fairly large
district there is under the sway of Dumbarton county. In the same way small
districts of Perthshire belong to Clackmannan and Kinross, and only the most
minute searching out on maps and gazetteers, apart from the advice of people on
the spot, can tell you which they are.—
Stray Stories.

'·

"I frit h my dut» to
cxprm my gratitude to
for Ik· benefit I
*vi rtceired itid tin
now
recei*injr from
'L. T.' Atwood'· Medicine. Thrr» yrut «Rn
l «οι Mvueljr troubled
with liver complaint.
It wu Impouihl· for
lut* to
partake of the
llzhtrit food without
dutre··. At tut I wh
advUfd by > friend to
try 'L. Ï.· Medicine)
u«ing two
a id after
bottle*. I wej perftttly
well. ItUa!ioaeprn>f
medicm· which cannot
bv equaled, and cau
I'erer b· too highly
praiitd."—Fred J. Bennett, We»t Farmington,
Me.

The Owl at Dinner

who has a farm in the very middle
of the county of Inverness, would be a
resident of Invernesshire. But he isn't;
he belongs to Nairnshire, though that
county is far away.
For, by some strange circumstance,
right in the middle of Invernessshire
man

gratify one's own taste, but to
way
be tied, as it were, to a wheel—these are
not sources of happiness and we do not
Weights of Groceries.
suppose that Mr. Carnegie thinks they
Ten common-sized eggs weigh one are though some lecturers on the vanity
of riches occasionally speak as if they
pound.
(Inn nint of nnffufi and sui?ar weighs did.

one ounce.

EconuniT, Certainly.
"Childreu." asked the school committeeman. "what is political economy ?"
"Political economy," answered the
precocious son of the district boss, "is

as

FOR SALE.

Itmatesmfitffirimbrrad

St.

Behead nseful grain and And caloric.
Behead a large nail and find a greedy

strength.

remedy mad·. It ha*
1H31. Is purely vegetable, harmless and eifa-tual. where
no worms tire present it acts as a Tonic,
ami corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A positivecure tor Constipation aud Btllcusnena, and * valuable
remedy in all the common complaints
of children. Price 35 cts. Ask you'
druggist for it.
Dr. J. F. TBI »: A CO.. Aabum. Me.
8|~-nal tr«alaM:ulfh>r tmpe Worm·. Γκ* KampulvL
been In

G'ade Portrait Work

Nichols St..

of
V. K. PARRIS, Paris, Me.

—

Mats, Mirrors
&

stone

wurois, hut are treated torotherdUMMieew.
Îhe symptoms are: indigestion. with a
ariableappetlte : toul tougue; offeuslve
breath; hunt and full belly with occasional gri pings and pami about the navel;
rtn heavy anil «lull ; Itching of the noes;
short. dry cough : grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep; slow fever; aud
often in children, convulsions.

and Pictures,

you will Need for the
Louis Exposition.

What

"

Weak

Catalogues

to the lwll>
Dormpondenoe on topic· of InterMt
la solicited. Addreee: Editor (IomiKB'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Parte. Mutnu

bard

a

Place* Gone

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

wasinaking good race, but a losingone.
lie was in the corner, quaking with fear
and very near death's door, when his
pursuer confronted the picture of the
eagle in its menacing attitude. A snake
fears eagles even more than it craves
a

monkeys, and that particular reptile

turned tail and went out of the window as quickly as if the devil was
after it. That monkey was a smart
monkey, and now whenever It wants
to take a nap It goes to roost over
the picture of the eagle.—Mexican Her-

ald.

Why tlic Ilourne Fell Down.
An Kuglisl) traveler on his way from
Morocco tells of a curious experience
he had while making a trip by camel
inland from Mogador.
"We had built a hut of wattle branchIn the
es to shelter us from the wind.
middle of the night I dreamed that I
was shooting rabbits In the bracken of
Essex and suddenly awoke to find myself covered with vegetable matter.
Every one lias experienced tue curious
feeling of hopeless bewilderment which
comes over a man when he wakes in

the dark nmong strange surroundings.
1 found that one of our cainels had literally eaten us out of house and home,
for he had broken his tether in the
lilght, walked over and devoured the
wattled branches of our hut to such an
extent that the sides and roof collapsed
upon our

sleeping

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7t octave, almost new,

One'walnut

Tin· Kye of

a

Giraffe.

great trade.

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for $5.1.
One second hand Worcester organ, ll
a tops, in nice condition, for $45.

Paris,
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in

warm

ironing done in first
Washing
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.
and

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,

j

NORWAY.

CATARRH

give

Ely's Cream Balm

are now

into South

and

can

quantity

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

subscribe for

Farmer

NEEDS

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly

A

a

Good Local

COLD " HEAD

Wood !
wood

shipping dry

Parie

supply

by

the

car

customers

desired.

in all sizes

as

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

Paris.

Optioian.

M Prices in Oxford My.

Tribune Farmer,

your

will post you every week

on

important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

all
of
t<>

make money from the farm.

household.

Any person sending

money with the order

the

us

can secure

the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

supply

The New-York

wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor iu
every
a

in any

A.W. Walker&Son,
South

family.

admirably

improvements

which are an invaluablo aid in
securing the largest possible
profit* from the farm, and with
speci.fi matter for every mem
ber of his family.

keep

will

and

methods

him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all
items of interest to himself and

load,

usual.

to (jive him the experience «»f
advanced
the
others in all

Weekly Newspaper
to

j

-

Every

Every

who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford County should

protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full Size, SO cents, at Druggists or by mall. Trial size 10 cent*, by mall.
KLY BROTHERS. 56 Warren Street, New York.

We

$1.75

-

Farmer

Satisfaction

Dry

—.

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

MASONIO BLOCK,

to

new took city.

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

Licensed Taxidermist,

R £ iTME D V

rrucrr,

AND

NASH,

Telephone Connection.

cohmhv, rr mwmmv

The Oxford Democrat

South Paris.

j. WALDO

ciarTAun

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Itlnlne

4mith Part*.

One Year For $1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—5END TO=DAY
δ

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
Maine.

South Paris,

NORWAY, MAINE.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will Hnd $1.75 for which
Oxford
please send to the address below The
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

you will

Boys Wanted

Send Democrat

IN SHOE FACTORY.
Several boys about 16 years of age
who are strong and who wish an

is cooling, and will make the
skin soft.—Ex.

Livery Stock tor Sale !

T. J. JUDKINS,

to..

Send Farmer to.

vinegar; it

Eastern Steamship Company.

olfnlng

mi

Wheeler,

Gives Relief at once.
It cleanses, soothes
and heals the diseased
It cures
membrane.
ami
drives
catarrh
away a cold In the
head quickly. It Is
absorbed. Heals and

of

In Use For .Over 30 Years.

BILLINflH BLOCK,

a lire

ALWAYS

The KM You Haïe Always Bought

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

la

Signature

Bears the

One second hand Dyer
Hughes,
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
for
cost
that
$05.
1125,
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for $115, worth $140.

W. J.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

six

&

weather bathe with diluted ordinary nebula.
the side of the head that, bulging out
learn the shoe busiA question of transcendent interest is as they do, they are capable of seeing opportuuity to
It
these
outbursts.
the
cause
of
that
of
Β Ν Τ I Κ Ε
backward as well as forward.
Χ
Good positions are op"n to
ness.
cannot be said that science has, up to
I R Κ F ϋ L
Χ
for
Potatoes.
New Uses
the present time, been able to offer any
smart, capable boys.
The Sea of Space.
FULLED
Grated potatoes soaked in water in the suggestion not open to question.—
mint)
cannot
The
human
comprehend
Apply at once to
No. 141.—A Popular Tree: 1. Cent. 2. proportion of two medium-sized potatoes Harper's Magazine.
what Is meant by the four little words
Chair. 3. Ewer. 4. Sailor. 5. Ear. 0. to the quart make an excellent liquid for
CHASE, MERRITT CO ,
in the expression "the sea of space."
The Spirit of Japan.
sponging woolen goods or for washing
Y. 7. Cherry.
withIf the volume of "space" included
Mechanic Falls, Me
Cross- delicately colored fabrics.
The Japanese as a people are generally
No. 142.—Diagonal : Mozart.
Is perhaps
A slice of potato will clean oil paintadmitted to have the keenest and subtlest in our solar system—which
Mortar. 3. Nozwords- 1. Manner.
in
and
bakwithout
injury,
dipped
ings
appreciation of beauty of any of the but a single train of planets among
zle. 4. Manage. 5. Finery. 6. Fright.
ing soda will brighten silver.
nations. This characteristic and their hundreds of millions of a similar kiud
•No. 143.—Disguised Names: Oxford.
or
a
soda
little
and
potatoes
Chopped
and winning courtesy have be- —were occupied by one single globe
Cambridge.
ammonia will remove all cloudiness or unfailing
come so well known as to obscure that
miles In diameter it would
discolorations in carafes or
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINK.
vinegar other side of their character which really 5.000,OOO/WO
be but as a feather lu the marvelHEALTHY MOTHERS.
cruets.
7ARB $1.2Q.
is dominant—their love of their country ous
of
"vacancy" surrounding
spread
Brighten the zinc under the stove by and their almost worship of their emMothers should always keep in good
new steamers of this lino leave
Superb
with raw potatoes.
it. In fact, it has been calculated that
owe
it
to
their
rubbing
health.
has
more
They
bodily
intensely
peror. No country
India
our solar sys- Franklin Wharf, Portland, and
If quickly done, raw potatoes will rethe
In
by
occupied
children. Yet it is no unusual eight to
space
citizene.
and patriotic
Skeptical
table. loyal
the Wliarf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
tem
see a mother, with babe in arms, cough- move spots from a polished dining
2.700.1)00.000,000,000
glolies
their
to
as
careless
and
pasreligion,
of turpentine
ing violently and exhibiting all the symp- Finish with equal parts
sionate enthusiasm centers about the size of our earth could revolve, each 7:00 P. M.
Science
And and melted beeswax.—Home
toms of a consumptive tendency.
the
and
of
the
at a distance of 500,000 miles from the
integrity
emperor
person
Additional Sunday Trips.
why should this dangerous condition Magazine.
of the nation. The Shintoists, who be- other.
alike
to
mother
and
In effect June 12th to Sept. 11th inexist, dangerous
lieve in the semi-divinity of the mikado,
child, when Dr. Boschee's German Syrup
are not more fervently loyal than the
Microbes in Dish Cloths.
Curlen· Bread Law.
clusive. From Portland at 8:00 P. M.
would put a stop to it at once? No
There is a curious provision in the and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
dishcloth in many homes is a agnostic ruling classes. How fully this
The.
mother should be without this old and
all
of
idea
ages British bread acts of 1822 and 1830,
patriotism permeates
for microbes, and conAll freight via the steamers of this
tried remedy in the house—for its timely breeding place
shown strikingly by the
tains more disease germs than almost and classes is
which are still In force, to the effect
use will promptly cure anv lung, throat
of
the
Matethe
children
sent
Company is insured against fire and
by
else of the same size. Cheese- poem
shall make
or bronchial trouble in herself or her anything
to the officers of that "every person who
marine risk.
in which salt and sugar come machi public schools
bars
cloth
children. The wont cough or cold can
after a for sale or sell or expose for sale any
make good dish cloths. It is a good the United States ship Oregon
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portland, Me.
be speedily cured by German Syrup; so
them on board. bread made wholly or partially of peas
to have two sets for constant use. reception to 2,000 of
plan
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
can hoarseness and congestion of the
of
exhibit
of
sort
nation
a
or
of
childl-en
beans
or
the
When
or
any
potatoes
should be thoroughly washed every
Foster's Wharf,
bronchial tubes. It makes expectoration They
such a spirit as this, when officers com- corn or grain other than wheat shalj and General Manager,
morning in hot water, to whioh has been
easy, and gives instant relief and refresh- added
at what they consider cause all such bread to be marked Boston.
harakiri
mit
or
soda
ammonia,
washing
"
when the soldiers
ing rest to the cough-racked consumptive.
It would
then rinsed and hung in the air national humiliation,
with a large Roman 'M.'
New trial bottles, 25 cents; large size, 75 powder,
of rejoicing
to dry.
Use them on alternate days. of the line break into songs
who chooses
the
baker
that
thus appear
cents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the
move
to
to
orders
front,
Beside this, it is well to rinse them each on receiving
bread could
nation with which it is to put potatoes in his
time after using, and boll them once a that is not a
the charge of adulteration by
Post-Inescape
to
war.—Seattle
to
wise
The chronic bachelor Ënaliy turned to week. If
go
they acquire an odor, burn
20 horses, two-seated carriages,
the quiet man who had taken no part in them.
marking the loaf with this letter in the
telligencerthe discussion. "Would you, sir," he
to top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
manner described.
said, "marry the best woman in the
Thelr Many Children.
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
It was a quick-witted bachelor girl
world!" "I did," was the reply.
Two young women sat together in a
who discovered that bamboo porch curwagon, harness, whips, robes, ctc.
Vaaet-oantable Snrprtae.
tains made an ideal partition in the large Euclid car. "How many children have
Will lease stable to run livery busimen never learn by experi"Some
IT WILL SURPRISE YOU-TRY IT. room she was
obliged to use for both sit- yon?" asked one.
This it a nice, clean livery
ness.
ence."
"How
was
the
reply.
"Twenty-two,"
It is the medicine above all others for ting-room anc^ sleeping apartment. Two
No
excellent opening.
and
stock
Mrs.
answered
true."
"That's
young
catarrh and ia worth its weight in gold. upright curtain poles secured to the many have you?"
on easy terme.
Will
sell
suras
much
Is
other.
the
in
Torklns.
"Charley Just
competition.
"Thirty-one," replied
Ely's Cream Balm does all that is claim- floor, and half a dozen scjrasr eyes the
F. Β. FOGG,
This attracted the attention of a prised every time he loses at the races
ed for It.—B. W. S perry, Hartford, Conn. floor helped to hold them secure, and a
near
seated
woman
of
Oriental motherly appearing
South Paris.
as If it had never happened before."—
My son was afflicted with catarrh. He doorway was constructed ont
May 3, 1903.
used Ely's Cre m Balm and the disagree- cotton cloth. The screens allowed of the stove. "Did I understand you to Washington Star.
Home Telephone Call. 108-5.
had
of
one
than
was
that
1
OS-ISyon
twenty-two
Andrews Houie Stable Call,
possible say
able catarrh all left him.—J. C. 01 in- better ventilation
children and you thirty-one?'.' she said.
i with drapery.
stead, Areola, III.
DlacrtMiuatlmr Maid.
be
than
to
more
look
don't
"Why, you
The Balm does not irritate or cause
Mrs. Madison-Your new maid apold apiece."
A dark cupboard can be greatly im- twenty-five years
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 eta.
Mrs. Parkone of pears to be rather refined.
said
school
"We're
teachers,"
59
Warren
or mailed by Ely BrotSera,
proved by having the entire inside, the
eurfeon,
she's a Uttle out of the Voterlnary
weste-Yes;
women.
young
York.
New
with
St.,
shelve·, walls and ceiling, painted
She n»rer breaks anything
common.
R.
F.
No.
D.
1.
Street, Sooth
High
corners
are
If
the
white enamel paint
The pessimist considers the world a bnt the costliest cut glass and the Paria, Me. Curtis HiU and Paris TeleSnider—Won't yon walk into my rounded out with piaster of Paris before
Journal.
phone, Division No. 3. Telephone M
Fly—Not aoleia you've finished the paint Is applied, there is less danger prison in which we are all serving life choicest Dresden.—Chicago
parlor?
senteaoes at hard labor.
High Street. Prompt attention.
of inieoti.
nonit
χ

PareOastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It
Pleasant.
is
It
aud
Syrups.
Soothing
goric, Drops
other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
Wind
and
Diarrhœa
cures
It
and allays Feverishness.
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Poole piano, almost

case

new, for $900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

forms."

Giraffes are the most dltticult of all
animals to take by surprise. Xo matter from what direction you may approach the giraffe Is sure to discover
It lias been called the original
you.
not
It Is
"rubberneck."
generally
known that nature, because of the
height of Its eyes from the ground,
lias supplied It with a talent peculiarly Its own for making observations. As
a matter of fact, u giraffe can see In
all directions ut the same time withThe eyes are
out moving its head.
large and prominent aud so placed at

wxwwwwv

has been
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which
of
the
borne
signature
has
30
over
for
in use
years,
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in tin's.
99 nro
"
b-tfc
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good
health of
the
Experiments that trifle with and endanger
Infanta and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTOR IA

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,
forties.

CASTOR ΙΑ

Signed
NOTE,

—

Papers may be sent to different
address«8 if desired
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QUAKER RANGE

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

,Bd

50 cts.. w..k .<

Variety δtor·, Norway.

put

